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CHAPTER TI 

INTRODUCTION 

The Lutheran Church-=-Missourl Synod has always been 

considered primarily a rural church. The Missouri Synod 

had its start in agrarian surroundings and even today has 

very strong midwest rural rootse 

Since the founding of our church, however, a transfor- 

mation hes taken place. As our nation has rapidly changed 

from an agrarien community to the greatest industrial nation 

in the world so a great number of the constituents of our 

churches have changed from farmers to industrial workers. 

It is estimated that fifty percent of all. the people empleyed 

in the United States ere engaged in industry. It is reasone 

able to assume that a lerge percentage of the members of our 

conzsrecgations stand on assembly lines or in some way are 

resvonsible for the manufacture of mass produced productse 

The Christian Church ane, especially we of the Lutheran 

Church--Missourl Synod must be aroused to an active reali- 

zation of the part we are to play in applying the message of 

the Gospel of Christ to ovr country's mighty army of indus- 

trial workers. We of the Missouri Synod could agree with 

Reve E. MN. Wahlberg who says’ 

That in my view the church must have a very deep con- 
cern with the industrial life of the nation which at 
this date radically affects the livelihood and manner 
of living of over half our populace. The new type of
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problem which mass industrialization presents to human 
Lives has certainly not boen mot or ever properly evale 
ued. Many of the problems are moral and spiritual, as 
well as social and economic. Herein lies the church's 
concorne 

This concern cannot, however, be glibly referred to the 

"church" meaning its sominaries, boards or committees, but 

rather to every individual minister and member in every 

church in the country. Harold H. Baldwin has something to 

say concerning this points 

almost every minister today has members in his church 
who are members of the labor force in America and most 
of our pastors, also, have members who are membera of 
uniongs.s He the minister should gndeavor to cultivate 
their interests and concern. »« « « 

Having sensed this vital need and concern the writer   
bas undertaken this paper. Every minister in preaching the 

Gospel who wishes to "be all things to all men" must espe- 

claliy in these times concern himself with the industrial 

worker. | 

The Industrial Chaplain is one reflection of the inter- 

est ministera are having for the plight of the industrial 

worker. ‘The Industrial Chaplain is a pastor who ministers 

to the worker on-thesjobe The ministry of the Industrial 

  

1, M. Wahlberg, The Industrial Chaplain, 1954, pe. 9. 
(mimeographed) . 

  

"Vetter from Harold H. Baldwin, Secretary of Depart- | 
ment of City and Industrial Work, board of National Nig= 
sions, Presbyterian Church, to David H. Shipley, May 11, 
19556 
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Chaplain hag been compared to that of the chaplain of the 

Army or Navy in the last war. In fact some feel the idea 

received its impetus from the on-the-front pastoral care of 

the service chaplain. 

After the war this ministry became fairly popular 

throughout the country and it was roported in 1952 that 

"40 or more companies « e e appointed industrial chaplains. 

e « «'S Within the ranks of our own church only one man 

engaged in this particular ministry. The Reverond 0. Ae 

Geiseman of River Forest who, possessing the ability to 

persuade and the conviction of faith, ministered to the 

workers of a candy factory in the vicinity of River Forest, 

Tllinoise Outside of Reverend Geiseman we lament that, as 

far aa we know, no other pastors of the Missouri Synod were 

involved in the worke 

Under tho inspiration of such Industrial Chaplains as 

Reverend Geiseman and with the incentive of sharing the 

fruits of this ministry with others the author has written 

this paper. He felt our church must be informed about this 

work quongst the industrial workers, It is his hope that 

this paper will in some measure acquaint the church with 

this one facet of the church's potential ministry to the 

industrial workere 

  

5 " n Clarence Woodbury, "Relision in Induat Natio 
Business, June 1954. eprint n This Day ( isest, Tee) 
Des 7 
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Certain Limitations in this papor are apparent immedi- 

ately. The writer has noither engaged in the work of an 

industrial Chaplain nor has he witnessed this particular 

ministry in actions Unfortunataly, magazine articles on the 

subject were not too beneficial. The articles were mostly 

written to emphasize the uniqueness of the ministry rather 

than the importance it had for the vorker. Very often the 

articles were merely rewritten or resast articles based on 

the same materials, Nothing new was saide 

in other to cope with this gap in source materials the 

author wrote a personal Letter accompanied with a five page 

questionnaire to twonty~eight Industrial Chaplains in North 

America whose addresses were obtainable. To date he has 

received twenty-two replicas »* Seventeen are applicable and 

will be used along with printed materials and personal 

notes .° 

It 1s primarily on the basis of the Industrial Chaplain 

Questionnaire and significant magazine articles that the 

author has attempted to study the origins of the worl in the 

United States and Canadae Uo has gathered information ner- 

taining to the reactions certain bodies and individuals are 

  

“these replies to the Industrial Chaplain Questionnaire 
are in the author's personal file. 

S personal files of Clair KM. Cock, Diractor of the 
Relicton and Labor Foundation, and Irving E. Howard of 
Christian Tconomicae
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having to the movement. Also included in this paper is a 

section devoted to an elaboration of the limitations these 

mon encounter In their worke Chapter VI consista of materi- 

als which indicate the theological content of their worke 

His last chapter is designed to briefly evaluate the work, 

predict its future and finally suggest the meaning the 

industrial Chaplaincy has for the Lutheran Church-<ifissouri 

Synod « 

Although many popular articles have been devoted to the 

subject no scholarly treatments have been made. Reve Clair 

Me Cook, Doan Marshal Scott, and Reve EB. tH. Wahlberg have 

cone the closest to giving the subject an honest airing and 

evaluation in q decidedly more thorough way e 

In this paper the author has attompted to sive the 

subject an evon more intensive and extensive oexploratione 

His primary strength he fools, is in supplying an almost 

complete resource unit for a more thorough and penetrating 

evaluation then he has been able to accomplish with his 

limitations in time and experilencee 

  

S500 Bibliography e 

 



  

CHAPTER IT 

= fils BEGINNINGS BARIN AND LATs be 

it 1s very difficult to trace an accurate history of 

the Industrial Chaplain. arly references in history to a 

reliclous counselor for workera are rare. 

Soma people would lank the Industrisl “haplain with the 

guild priests of the Middle Aces. Althouch some connection 

ig wecornised the differences are faz too great. These pooe 

ple fail to vealize that the cuild system was primarily 

based on a family unit with each monber of this unlit cone 

tributing to the production of some articlee 

The Industrial Ghaplain on the other hand deals with 

individuals who have Left theilzy home to unite with many 

other worlzers of different family roots and relicious cone 

nections in order to mass produce a particular comnoditye 

The basic difference between the two aystems is that in the 

guL14 system the pastor or priest was still operating withe 

in the family croup while the presenteday Industrial Chape 

iain ministers beyond the family unit. The Industrial 

Cheplein in reality ministers te a new social srouv which 

includes members from very many familiese 

The accurate use of the tormm Industrial Chaplain could 

only be traced from the beginning of the Industrial Revolu-e 

tion in about the year 1760. It is only at this time that 

the word industrial itself comes inte use. The combination 
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industriel and Chaplain never came about until more recently. 

Unfortunately the church was silent in the wake of the indus= 

trial vevolution and chose rather to preach “pious homilies 

defending the social order as God's wise and unalterable 

place for the good of the human race, and did not readily 

adapt itself to this new social vravolutione For tho most | 

part the church alienated itself from the entire movenent | 

and evontually was gonerally associated with the wealthy and 

not the laboring clasie 

It is not until our own century that the church hag 

become aware of its moral and religious obligations to the 

laborinsc cless. In the early thirties in England (the same 

land that initdeted the industrial revolution) an interest 

in the industrial worker was displayod in the form of a 

ministry known ag the Industrial Chaplaincy. The work in 

England proved somevhat successful and prompted clergymen 

in nearby Seotland to aiso participate in this attempt to 

vogain the worlsing mane Today the Churck of Seotland has 

250 lecal parish clergymen whe spend not more than one day 

Q week in a plante "Other ministers are attached to hostels 

in the large industrial centers and conduct roligious services 

for night shifts and hold special seasonal servicos."® 

  

1 Alfred Martin Rehwinkel, Communism and the Church 
(St. Louisa: Concordia Publishing House, 1040)> p. lee 

“stanley @. Matthows, "Production Line Padro," 
Canadian Business, December, 1949. 
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Sone of these Scottish chaplains have even exchangod their 

gowns for overalla and now work by the side of those whom 

they counsele 

in France the Roman Catholic Church followed the lead 

of England and Scotland. After the II World War cortain 

Romin Catholic prisats under the inspiration of Father 

Suhard began a movement that was to cause a tremendous dige 

turbance in the Homan Church. These men abandoned their 

religious duties, except for the recitation of the daily 

mags, and Livod and worked amongst the workers. They 

attempted to identify themselves with the desperate plight 

or the French laborere ‘Ident4fication for these priests 

became so complete that many of them became members of, or 

at least were in sympathy with, the Communist Party and 

their program for the worlkere 

Pope Pius the XIE questioned the oxtremse steps these 

brave French priests were makinge He felt that first and 

foremost they must remain an integral part of the church's 

program, particularly its worshipe After fruitless nego- 

tlating on the payt of the worker priests they were banned 

by Papal Gecrece However, since the Papal ban the movee 

ment has not ceased. Some of the priests continue in open 

defiance of the Popee Others have merely modified their 

approach and continue but in closer touch with the local 

Glocese.s 

his beings us to our own country. ‘The pioneering 
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work of the Industrial Chavlaincy in the United States was 

done around the year 1942 by Re Ge Lefournenue Since thon 

the worl: has multiplied until to Gate there are approxie 

mately 40 chaplains onerating in the United States and 

Canadae 

The remainder of this chapter is designed to discuss 

the beginnings of these chaplaincies as they were inauzue 

rated in varlous Locations throughout North America. In 

the next chapter (IIT} a thorough diacussion of the oxact 

nature and scope of their work will follow. For the prose 

ent we will attemmt to discover the particular reasons wi 

and how the chaplainey began in cértain industrial plantse 

in omder to simplify and facilitate the study the chaplains 

ave thoughtfully divided into nine groupae This is done in 

order to Gistinguish between the various forms and emphases 

piven the worke® We will begin with tho Full-Time Pastoral 

Counselorse 

Pullefine Pastoral Counselors 

Clifford H. Peacee “In 1947 Mr. Whitaker of Re Je 

Reynolds Tobacco Company raised the possibility of employing 

@ minister and making his services as counselor available 

  

4 
“See Chanter Ii for an explanation of the various 

titles applied te the Industrial Chaplainse
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to all persona who might want to go to him with their probe 

lema."5 ang idea was enthusiastically received by the board 

of airectors of the company and they promptly proceeded to 

procure a qualified mane 

Dean Hiarcld 2. Bosley of the Duko Divinity School 
Greatly sinuplified this search when he approached 
the Rev. Clifford Ii. Peace, Pastor of Saint Paul's 
Methodist in Asheville, and told him of the prorran 
the Reynolds company had in mind. 

Peace's record as an Army Chaplain made him a natural for 

tho poste 

Almost the first thing Pastor-Counsolor Peace did at 
Reynolds was to aslze for the chapel, ret ita desigfn 
and constzvuction approved and into the works. ‘Then 
he settled down to learning the job and writing the 
rules as he went alonge 

Reve Peace is financed completely by the R. J. Reynold 

Coe 

de Ke NeConmnell, Fieldcrest MWililla, Ince, Spray, North 

Caroling e 

fhe chaplaincy program at Fieldcrest was inaugurated 
January 1, 1950, with the full-time omployment of Reve 
Je Ke McConnell, an ordained minister (Moravian Church) 
with 35 years of ¥.M.eCeA. exporience.® 

  

Schester S. Davis, Sunday Journal and Sentinel, Winston 
Salem, North Carolina, (August 19, 1951), pe le 

Stpsa. 

Mcnristianity on tho Job," Time, June 4, 1051, pe 460 

Serpqustrial Chaplainey at Fieldorest M4lis" (Spray, 
Horth Carolina, nepe)s De Se 
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The idea was prosanted by management to the local minis- 

terial association and with their cooperation the vrozram 

was set up and financed by the mill conpanye 

James We Vorkman, Lone star Stecl Company, Lone Star, 

Texase 

According to tiev. Workman, The Industrial Chaplaincy 

proscrsam was established by 

invitation of company management with cooperation of 
ecclesiastical superiors with rogular ministerial 
channels after pezsonal conferences with employer's 
committee with Jewish, Protestant and Catholic 
divectorse Also with approval of former supervisors 
in Veterans Administration Chapleincye 

Ss a Methodist minister he proceeded accordinzs to The 

law Book, Discinline of The Methodist Church which in 1952 

"authorizes the bishop to appoint ministers to the assigns 

mont chaplain in andustry "29 

On November 4,:1955, Lone Star's Chapel in the Pines 

was dedicated.t+ 

Se We Senple, Kolvinator of Canada, McCormick's 

Hiscults, and Murray Selby Shoos, London, Ontario, Canadde 

  

9 
See Appendix Fe . 

10-514. 

Win loyees see Unveiling of New Chapel in Pines," 
Starlicht, November, 1955, pe 2. For picture see covere
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fieve Semple of the Anglica{i’ church of Canada after 

returning from the RAI’. service was commissioned by hig 

bishon and executive of the Diocese to sell the idea of an 

industrial Chapleincy in the city of London. Labor supe 

ported it, wut would not contribute financially. Manage- 

ment paid two-thirds and the church one-third of the coste 

When the church resources were exhausted, management assumed 

the entire coste Heverend Semple carried on the worl of 

counseling and visiting the sick for several years until 

1953 when he accepted a call at which time the work ceased 

permanently e 

Full-time Counseloreivangelist 

Thomas 5. Roth works at the John E. Mitchell Company 

of Dallas, Texas. Kev. oth reports about the inauguration 

of his works 

the chaplaincy situation is the result of informal 
meetings held during the lunch hour by a colporteur 
who later became an employee of the company. Later 
on leceal seminary students took turns conducting the 
moetings. During the war with a large group of 
employees involved a full time chaplaincy situation 
was createde 

Charlie Martin, DeX Sunray 011 Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

neve Charlic Martin originally began his service to the Dex 

O11 Refining Company in May, 1925e Interest in his fellow- 

men led bim to become an ordained minister and when World 

  

12560 4&ppendix Fe
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War IL broke out, Martin was given a leave of absence to 

organize and supervise a group of service centers for mili- 

tary personnel located in strategic cities in the Tulsa 

area. iihen Martin returned from service he was enthusiastic 

about carrying the same tyne of work into industry. He was 

&iven a leave of absence to take a course in industrial 

counseling at Wheaton College, near Chicago. Wartin returned 

to the Refinery in the Spring of 1947 as safety inspector. 

May 1, 1948, he moved into the personnel department as 

personnel counselor. He is q minister in the Church of the 

Assembly of Gode L 

Barney Wallkor, Jey Re fe @eTourneau, ince, Longview, 

Texas. Uecause of "Kx. LefTourneau's deep concern for the 

spiritual welfare of the souls of his mon and his desire to 

extend the gospel to his employees, and his love for 

Christ, #15 he began his industrial chapel program already 

in 1951. It was not until 1941 that Nr. LeTourneau employed 

a full time chaslain to look after this worke 

Rev. Walker is one industriel chaplein amongst approxe 

imately four in the LeTournsau Corporation. 

Gone C. Warren, Ke LeTourneau, Ince, Vicksburg, Misse 

Reve Warren's work began under the same philosophy and cone 

viction of R. G LeTourneau as described under Industrial 

Chaplain Barney Waltere 

  

13see Appendix F, question le
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Partetime Counsolor 

John i’. Herion, The Pioneer Rubber Co., Willard, Ohio. 

Reve John Herion, A Methodist minister, while calling on 

patients in the hospital came in contact with the employees 

and the president of the Plonoer fubber Go. The oresident, 

Pecogpnizing the need for such qg service, asked eve Herion 

to continue and extend the work of visiting and counseling 

anoigst his employees. At present Kev. Herion's work is 

part time, but by June of 1956 he will be on qa full-time pro- 

Gram in the plant 14 

Wilton G. Petzold, the Plymouth Container Corporation 

(Gerber Enterprises), Plymouth, Indiana. 

The Chaplaincy in this plant was established in 1951 by 

she manager of the plant and his pastor, a Presbyterian 

minister by the name of Armstrong. It was under his direce 

tion thet tho men built themselves a chapel, Thirty minutes 

every Wednesday were devoted to the services which attracted 

even mon from other plants who punched in and wore allowed 

to attend the early morning servicee More recently while 

under the supervision of Rev. Petzold the work of the indus- 

trial Chaplain has boen almost completely curtailede Reve 

Petzold has this to says 
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The relationship hetween the former owner of the Gerber 
Enterprises and management and lebor were most ideale 
However, aince the new owners took over the relation-e 
ship has changed greatly. The change is evident in 
the fact that the Container Corp. no longer hold reli- 
gious services of any Kind. The Chapsi foom is now 
being used for other purposese, ly services are no 
longer desired or felt noedede 

Thus in all practicallty the work of Rev. Pstzold as 

an industrial chaplain no Llonror cxistse 

Mich. 

Part-time CounseLloreivangelists 

Gene 5S. Horan, Severance Tool industry, Ince, Saginaw, 

can, @ pastor in the denomination, the Assemblies of 

The plan took effect because the president of the 

plant wee 9 very religious mane From the outset of his 

business caroor ke has started the day with a verlod of devo- 

tion. ev. Hogan being his pastor was asied three years ago 

to give a day coach weok for the benefit of the enmmloyees of 

his plant. Rev. Hogan now cares for 175 employees and con- 

ducts three weekly servicese 

Tllinois.e 

lis so 

16 

Oo As Goiseman, Stevens Candy Company, River Forest, 

uri Synod, was requested by management of the company 

"to bring the message of the Christian Church to the people 

CRETE ATR TITS 

Srp 1d. 

16rpide 

Reve Geisoman, a minister in the Lutheran Church-= 
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of the plent who would be ready to liston."*7 ‘the Reve 

Ceiseman met during the lunch hour with the group and then 

spent one and one-half? to two hours visiting through the 

plant once a weeke Kecently “the whole thing came to a 

close when certain conditions within the plant no longer 

made it readily feasible to continue." 

Pull-time Counselors 

Poul Fronklin Bliss, Goodyear Atomic Corporation, P.O. 

Box 628, Portsmouth, Chios 

At the suggestion and approval of management this work 

Was initiated. Actually the pastoral omphasis is completely 

missing. Rev. bliss desires to be referred to as a personal 

counselor rather than an industrial chaplain. No religious 

services are held in the plant and none are plannede 

industrial Evangelists 

/ 

Anthony A. Montiero, Barnett Foundry and Machine Coe, 

Rework, New Jerseys 

Rev. iiontiero of the Presbyterian Synod of New Jersey 

is a ploneer in this particular approach to the industrial 

  

Wietter to Paul Je Thielo from Rev. 0. As Goiseman, 
December 21,.19556 °: 

B44 e
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shaplaincy. In 1942 during the war Anthony A. Montioro, a 

student attending Bloomfield Seminary, in Bloomfield N.J., 

was working his way through school in the Barnett Foundry. 

increased production necessitated having men worl: on Sundaye 

fleve Hontioro sought permission to hold a short service with 

the men in ordor to nurturo the faith of the Christians in 

the plant. ‘hus in March of that year "Tony" liontiero 

begun bis work as an industrial evangeliste At one time he 

served cleven fuctorics but since ho now is q rsgular pastor 

he has shared his work with others, but still continues to 

hold services and speak with the mon about their problems in 

scveral plants 2? 

David Le Coddington, Eastern Tool and Manufacturing Coe, 

Helleville, Hew Jersey and Constantine Saldassare, Newark, 

New Jorsey. Rov. Coddington and Baldassare now shoulder 

part of the load Hontiero once held alone. Uoth ag members 

of the Presbyterian Church, J.Se4., have served industrial 

plants for about six years. They both hold monthly services 

and spend some tine in talicing with individual enployees of 

the plant 220 

  

19-.1t0n Ouraler, "Circult Rider of the Mills," Reprint 
Readers Digest (May, 1949). 

2006 Appendix F, question le 
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Pastor-on-the-Job 

K 
Donald Le Mathows Miller Ganufacturing Conpany, 

  

Kalamgzoo, Michieune 

ieve Mathews! approach is uniaue in that he works full-e 

tine as a production cuployso of the shop besides acting as 

plant chaplaine Concerning its beginnings Mathewa states: 

it started by my indicating the circumstances on which 
I would be willing to be called to a lecal church and 
the "“orlegteworker" ideas being doveloped and approved 
by the Presbytery and the churche 

Avproval, of course, by the plant was not necessarye 

Once the church council agreed Mathews was free to worl a 

shift at the plant while serving bis church during hig off 

hours e 

These in brief constitute the beginnings of the various 

facets of tho use of the term Industrial Chaplain in our 

country and Canada. The next chapter deseribes their worke 

I
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CHAPTER IIL 

THE RAQUPE AND SCOPE 

in order to discuss the nature and scope of the work of 

the Industrial Chaplains it is necessary to divide them into 

several categories. Some Givisions are helpful in differen- 

tinting between the various approaches because not all of 

the Industrial Chavlains interpret their work in the same 

waye This chapter is concerned with exnlaining the nature 

and scope of these different appronchese 

The Full-time Pastoral Counselor 

Typleal of this approach is the pastor-counselor pro- 

gram of the H. Je Reynolds Tobacco Company of Winston-Salem, 

liorth Carolina where Clifford EH. Peace is Chaplain. 

lix. Peace's records ars helpful in discovering the 

scope and nature of his worke 

Here is a breakdown of the problems on which workers 

have sought his counsels 

= 
=
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Problem Per Gent? 
Marital 24% 
Personality 20'S 
iliscellaneous 15 04% 
Faml Ly 14.4% 
AleoholLisn 10% 
Grief 7% 
Job elated 4% 
Pro-Marital Si 
Financial 8% 
Poychotie af 

Prom this List it ia obvious that Reve Peace's area of 

counseling is broad and diversified. The announcement which 

introduced Rev. Peace tc the Reynold Co. is also helpful in 

establishing the nature of his worke 

You already know that the Rev. Clifford H. Peace is 
to be Personal Counselor for our Company. But you may 
wonder just what he is supposed to do here.   
For a while lr. Peace will stay in the factoriea so | 
that he can learn about our work. Then he will have a 
private office where any person in the Company may go 
to talk over personal problems with him. He will also 
visit any of us who are sick or any sick members of our 
families-uif we ask him toe In other words, he will do 
nuch of the work that any pastor doese 

All people at some tine in their lives become dise 
couraged or confused. Perhans thoy are worried arout 
sick members of their families. Maybe there is mis- 
understanding Detween them and their families or 
friends. liayoe their feelings have been hurt or they 
are terribly ashamed of something they have done. or 
maybe they have trouble making up their minds about 
whet they should do to solve some other problem in 
their lives. ‘hen yeople have these problems, they 
often need someone to talk toe@8a parson they can trust 
and whose advice they can respect. And sometimes they 
would rather not talk about these things to members of 
their families or to thelr friendse That is what Mre 

  

lpeland D. Case, “What do Workers Really Want?" Reprint, 
fhe Rotarian, 19535, pe 4e 
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Peace will be here for-~to listen and help if he can. 

Because he is a minister, he wili consider everything 
thet anybody tells him completely confidential. Hoe 
WiLL not pry into anybody's affaizvse He will simply 
be here to try to hely anybody that asks his helne 

There ls no greater need in the Christian ministry than 
the ability to understand and deal effectively with the 
personal needs and problems of individuals. 

fo serve as a Personal Counselor is an opportunity and 
responsibility--and we hope you will call on him when 
you have a problem to discusse 

it is obvious that feve Peace's main emphasis is on 

Christian counselinge 

He writes: "zou may wish to know that 1,877 persons 

have come for counseling for 5,797 sessions between Cctober 

1, 1949 and Noverber 30, 1955~"9 

the other functions of the regular pastor such as 

baptism, marriage and funerals he is wLlling to leave to the 

local churches to carry out. Keve Peace conducts no regular 

religious services in the plante Eut me does speak occas~ 

Sionally in the twenty worker=sponsored prayer services 

which ars held rogularly throughout the plante 

Very similar to the program conducted by Reve Peace is 

the counseling service carried on by Reve Je Ke McComell 

of the Fieldcrest Mills in Spray, North Carolina. Besides 

  

“copy of the announcement which introduced Rev. Peace 
to the R. J. Tobacco Companye 

Ssee Appendix F. 
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the gensral work of personal counseling and visitations, J. 

K. MeGonnell "maintains close contact with retirees and in 

many instances belps with special probleme. "* 

An Important phase of his work 1s teaching "Sunday 

School men's Glass and acts as supply in most of the 

churches." other sneccial company services are aqlao admine 

istered by Revs NeConnell. They include such things as 

escorting visitors through the mills, presenting all the 

patisnts in the local hosvitals with a Christmas corsase 

and extending to thom the soason's greetings from Fieldcrest 

Kills. 

In gs small pamphlet published by the Mieldcrest Mill 

describing the working reletion between McConnell andthe 

local pastors, is stateds 

. industrial Chaplainey does not overlap, infringes upon 
or replace the pastoral duties of the various churchese 
Though an ordeined minister, the chanlain operates on 
f# nonedenominational pssis, cocperating with the nase 
tors of g11 churches in the community. He works with 
and assists the various ministers on ocassions when 
called upon in matters where the chavlain can te or 
service.’ : 

Rev. James W. Yorkman of the Lone Star Steel Coe, 

another full-time pastor counselor,is involved in a program 

SRAM a meena Ean STOMA PE AE ID 

“"tndustrial Chaplaincy at Fieldorest Mills" (Spray, 
Horth Carclina, tepe),» De 4e 

Ss newer to Industrial Chaplain Questionnaire, pe le 

Sutndustrial Chaplaincy at Fieldcrest lills," ope cite, 
De de 
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which corresponds.very closely to the two proceeding chap- 

lains. In the Industrial Ghapleiney Questionnaire he lists 

hig duties as counseling, care of chapel schedule, phone 

calis, individual, group and family calls with employees. 

fie makes this comusnt about his hard works 

The chaplain's hospital calls cover fourteen hospitals, 
seven clinies Ina 14,400 sqe mi. area, involving travel 
oY S500 miles a year in a car over paved rosds, all 
hours day and night, seven days a weele! 

The Rev. Werlanan also conducts two private or small 

gVoun devotionals dally with an average weekly attendance 

of 4906. 

The latest accomplishment in the worl: of Reve Workman 

is the errecticn or tho Chapel in the Pines whose corner 

stone inscription reads: "For prayer and meditation where 

O11 men shall find light for darkness, assurance for confes= 

sion and faith for doubt and despaize® 

The fourth man of this group was Rev. Sidney We Semplee 

Rev. Semple worked full-time in the capacity of Industrial 

Chaplain in several plants. He served approximately 2,000° 

people holding evening counseling services. He visited the 

families or employee in time of sickness and death. Only 

one annugl church service was held in qa local church in the 

SREY eT IPE EE F 

Tee Appendix F, question Se 

Snemmloyees See Unveiling of New Chapel in Pines," 
Starlight, V, November, 1955, De 2. 
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Community. Each year it rotated amongst four denominations: 

Anglican, United Church, Presbyterian, and Baptist. Since 

Sidney We Semple retired from the work in 1955, no further 

information about hia work is avallablee 

fhe accent on the term pastoralecounsslor as. regards 

these four men falls very heavily on the word counselore? 

Although some religious services and program are involved © 

the main work of all four men is counseling. 

The Counselor-Evangelist 

this next category places the accent mostly on the word 

bastorale In order to emphasize this fact for this study we 

Will call them counsolor-evangelistse 

Tho zost_wellelknown man 1n this category is Charlie 

Martin of DeX Sunvay OL1 Gompany of Tulea Oklahoma. To the 

approximately 1,000 emoloyees in the refinery Chaplain 

Martin is primarily a "seelsorger" but intimately and funda- 

mentally connected with this work is the chapel and other 

religious programse 

In a pamphlet written by Martin these words appear?’ 

411 these efforts are helpful, but never go further 
than the surface to reach the basic need which is, 
inner adjustment. in light of man’s basic need of 
inner adjustment it tas been proven that a chaplaine 
counsolor is an answer. The chaplainecounselor 

| QUNUOTE PCT SDP AAMAS TRIPOD 

"34 49 interesting to note that three of the four 
positions were inaugurated solely on the part of managomente  
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service, which combines psychology and a spiritual 
ministry, will coordinato all other phases of personnel 
management bringing about harmony and better working 
conditions.s 

Listed amonget the number and types of contacts made 

by his service to employees are: hospital and home visits, 

funerals, “salvation, "+1 retired parties, birthday cards, 

blood donors, and service awardse This clearly indicates 

the many and varied services in which Reve Martin is 

ona red. 

The evangelistic nature of Chaplain Martin's entire 

Work can be seen in this quotation from his »aper Industrial 

Chaploin-Counselor Prosrame 

The chaplain must remember this is personal work. ile 
is building Christian faith in believers and oncourage 
ing sinners to accept Chyist as Savior. He is further 
ing the Kingdom of Gode 

in the neighboring state of Texas, fieve Thomas B. Roth 

is active in the John E, Nitchell Coe of fallase The work 

of Reve Hoth is characterized by his employer and Company 

President John &. Mitchell. Ina recent letter he sayss 

' In ouyv plant the chaplain functions in much the same 
way.as docs the Chaplain in the Army or Navye He 
visits those in sorrow, is available for weddings and 
funerals,. consults with employees in splritual mtters, 

  

Wenorize Nartin, "Chaplain-Counselors Assist Industry 
with its Many Personnel and Human Relation Problems" (Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, Ne De)e 

TLusaivation" ‘probably referring to conversionse 

12 aper by Charlie Martine See Appendix Ge 
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has charge of the flower fund for folks in the hospi- 
tal, corresponds with our men in the service, renders 
aid 4n connection with social SE ee ale taxes and 
hundred other things, and generally makes hinself as 
useful as possible. Among other things, he has ap. 
important part in our weekly employee's meetines.e+4 

Roth concucts one service weekly with an averace 

attendance of 300. He has no regular counseling hours, but 

aid help many persons with financial, family and employoe-- 

mana cerlal relations last yeare Hospital and home calls 

nunbered 120. From the words of Rev. Hoth, "It is impera- 

tive that man make a personal decision and trust implicitly 

in Cheist alone for salvatione"2* and in a reply to David 

Shipley he reiterates this point by saying, 

Vhile we would emphatically state that the pursose of 
our chaplain program 1s not just to cet more production 
or not to have @ more successful business, it is our 
belief that these are by products of the procram. The 
main concern is the man and his problems hor we can 
help himg how he can be adjusted to his job, big fellow 
employees, his home and most of all to ‘his God. 

From theses words of Roth we may conclude that he is a 

pastoral-counselor with a strong evangelistic bente 

The third and fourth men, namoly, Varney Walker Jr. of 

Longview, Tozas, and Rev. Gene C. Warren of Vicksburg, 

Hississippi who belong in this category can be easily 

  

15, otter from John Ee Kitchell Go. to Mr. David Shipley, 
April 27, 1955« 

14s66 Appendix F, question 7e 

Sr otter from Reve Roth to lir. Howard Irvinge
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discussed jointly. 

Both Rev. Walker and Warren are Industrial Chaplains 

for the LeTourneau Corporation. To understand the nature of 

theiy work 26 will be helpful to examine the activities of 

a former LeTourneau chaplain, Rev. Dan Demmine+§ 

In answer to the author's letter he wrote: 

There was definitely a full time chapleincy prosram 
being carried on. The work was supported entirely by 
the company. eaides salarios, honorariums, office, 
Gtc., the company sponsored 5 daily radio program. In 
one of our Southern Planta,2! the company owned a 
radio station and the chaplain had several broadcasts 
Q daye «© e e Lt Will be interesting to know our chapels 
were on company time. The employees being paid while 
in attendance. If the employee didn't attend, for it 
waa not compulsory, he vested during the hour. 

Gy office has always been open for counseling, whenever 
Io have been in the offlcee « » » The visitation program 
hans been large. I would say the average was about 
200 calls a year at hospitals and 500 calls in homoge 
e « « £ would estimate about 109 cases a year on family 
and marital problems, likewise about 1OO cases a year 
with regard to drinkinge 

From a letter to David Shipley he adds thiss 

My program 49 /fandamentally relicious; ‘owever, the 
counselling part is large. I feel as a minister to 
really be a help to an individual in need I must 

  

ae Neve Dan Demin until recently was a chaplain at the 
LeTourneau plant in Peoria, Illinois. The plant is now a 
subsidiazy of the VWiestinghouse Alr Brake Coe 

Mone Longview Texas plant under the direction of Reve 
Barney Walker. It is still functioninge 

lSletter from Dan Demmin to Paul John Thielo, January 
1l, 19566
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bresent the Scriptures that at least try to help him 
see his need of spiritual helpel9 

This represents for the most part the fulletime evan- 

eelical counselor program carried on by Rev. Gene Yarren 

and Harney Walker, Jre at the Ke G. LeTournoau Plantse 

Partetimne Industrial Counselor 

fhe two partetime counselors who are important in the 

United States are Heve Milton Petzold and Reve John FP. 

Hepion. Basically their work was the same except that 

Petzold corried on a regular weekly divine service and 

Nerion Gid not, except during Lent and Advent when he spoire 

"for five to fifteen minutes over the PA system to all three 

shifts." The counseling program of both men was identical 

ozcept in intensity a“? 

Reve Herion adds this to bis questionaire raporte 

First of 911 an industrial chaplain in any industry   WiLL work successfully only if the industry is willing 
to put all labor relations as well as customers relg- 
tions on a Christian basis. There is no use to have 
@ chaplain unless decent wages and job securities, 
retirement securitios, sick benefits and sound rela- 
tionships are established within the plant. in other 
words the preaching must go with the living = as it 
aluays should to be effcectivee Therefore management 
wust WANT guch a program ~ it must be part of the total 
personnel program ~ the word Chaplain is not too good 

  

18retter from Reve Dan Demmin to lr, David Shipley, 
tay 15, 19556 

20n orton sponds three days working for the company, 
Petzold onee See Anpendix EB for statisticse 
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eithor - personnel counselor = 39 far better. An 
industrial chaplain is not to vaplace any churches « 
but is to supplement all churches and all faiths. 
There is no place for a minister in the chaplaincy who 
is navrow in his ecclesiastical and theol. conceptions 
~- he must be able to minister to all faiths without any 
hesitation. You can't hide that cither - the people 
will soon find it out unless you are 100%. Manacement 
personnel are in just as great of need as the laborers 
~ the Pres. and Vice Pres. need counseling and guidance 
and want it if they can have confidence in the mane 
e « » Lt's a sroat field, wonderful opportunities = 
and wo necd to study and be alert at all times « « e 
industry is calling for such mon e « se and pay good 
salaries (sic) e@ 

it is ironic that of these two part-time counselors 

Herion is becoming a full-time chaplain and Petzold is being 

Slowly relieved of his dutlese 

Partetime Counselor-Evangelists 

Reve Gene S. Hogan spends one day a week in the 

Severance Tool Industry, Ince Beginning “every shifte « « » 

each day with a devotional period." Hogan spends one hour 

@ week proaching ang is avallable for counseling for the 

vest of that day (approximately seven hours)e He also visits 

the sick "when the occasion arisese"== nev. Nozan was naid 

for hia services by the companye 

In River Forest, Illinois, fev. 0. 4. GSeiseman was 

busy ministering to the employees of the Steven's Candy Coe 

RE EE HOA PROD TAOS 

“1560 Appendix Fe 

E00 Appendix E for statistics on this worke 
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on a part-time basise Reve Geiseman has this to say con=- 

corning his wore 

Each weels I conducted two meetings of 15 minutes each, 
half of the employees coming to the first and the 
other half to the second of these meetingss » « » I 

sutbao nonla seuettetoecelon oferera ees ou 
On request and when ne church affiliation could be. 

established ev. delseman visited the sick, conducted funer-~ 

Sls, ana married soveral of the employeess Althoush Reve 

Gelseman personally felt that ne was not, strictly speaking | 

an Industrial Chaplain, he Gid fulfill the description of 

other men who referred to themselves as Industrial Chaplainse 

Both Hogan and Geiseman felt that the main reason for 

serving the plant was to proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christe 

it is because both feol this urge that they are referred to 

as part-time counselor-evangelistse. 

Partetine Industrial Counselor 

Reve Paul Franklin Bliss is listed as an Industrial 

Chaplain, but it is with gonorous use of the term chaplain 

that Bliss can be so designatede Reve Bliss himself in 

answering the Industrial Chaplaincy Questionnaire insisted 

on crossing out the title Industrial Chaplain and inserting 

Personal Counselore 

  

2S etter from Revs 0. Ae Geiseman to Paul John Thielo, 
Decenber 21, 1955« 
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The nature of Bliss! work substantlates this titlee 

Actually his counseling is merely a part of his work aa 

Supervisor of commnity relationse Ho engages in such ace# 

tivities as: commumity relations, public rolations, publi- 

cations, ami employee relationse 

The only religious connection Bliss has is made clear 

in this statement of hiss "The religious implications of 

the program are exprossed in the 'concerm! for the employee 

and reverence religion has for the human nersonalitye" 

ind concerning a worship service he has this to says 

No attempt is made to provide a group experience for the 
enployes as it is felt that such experience ia the 
perogative of the organized church in the employees 
community e~ 

fbus it is clear that Rev. Bliss is correct in refer= 

Ping to himself as an industrial personal counselor and not 

as an Industrial Chaplain which title he holds on some list 

of industrial chaplainse 

industrial-Evanseliat 

Several Presbyterian clergymen constitute the group 

referred to as Industrial-Evangelists, These clerzymen 

represent two basic approaches to the chaplaincy program 

under the heading of industrial-evangeliste 

The first program of Montiero, Coddington, and 
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Baldassare can best be appreciated and understood by using 

the words of Frederick Schwoitzer, President of Bloomfield 

College and Seminary in Bloomfield, New Jorsey, which now 

conducts courses dedicated to teaching the techniques 

smoloyed by Reve Anthony Nontieroe 

He writes these words: 

At the outset, may I say that the course has been ree 
named “Industrial Evangelism." There was a good deal 
of misunderstanding of the term ‘Industrial Chaplaincy! 
4s both students and ordained ministers got the idea 
that anyone receiving training for that kind of service 
would become exclusively an industrial chaplain, unable 
to vender service in a normal Christian church. ‘The 
idea also seems to have got abroad that a minister 
serving as chaplain in any mill or factory would be on 
the payroll of the corporation instead of the denomcaa- 
tion of which the minister was a member. Noither of 
these was ever intonded.s 

The aim of this service 1s to bring the Ghristian mes~= 
sace of salvation and of the way of life to men who 
aro outside the church and to bring spiritual reinforces 
ment to those within the church who worl in the spheres 
of heavy industry, particularly to the so-called 
"worlkinenane Fhe exigencies of our times, as we see 
them, roquire a different approach to workinremen fron 
that of years aoe 

Time was when the minister advised the family of the 
workingzan that he would call on him in the evening 
after worke Usually the workingman washed up, had a 
nice dinner, 11t a pipe or cigar and awaited the call 
frou the ministere All the circuristances saemed to 
£4t in better with a scoeial visit than anything that 
would indicate a clear intorest in the man's daily 
work, contacts in the industry, and the Immediate prob- 
lems that confront him in his worke 

It is now felt that to really make an apoeal to worke 
ingmen, contacts must be made With them at the place 
where they work. This gives firstehand experience to 
the minister in undorstanding thoir situation, as well 
as an entree into the life of workingmen and coming to 
know not only where they work but how their work are 
fects thelr thinking and outlook on life and general 
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attitudes, particularly in relation to the work of the 
churche 

To vopest, let it be understood further that the 
ministor who enzages in industrial ovangelism should 
not be on the payroll of the company, for then the 
opinion may get abroad that the minister is not much 
more than a "mouthpeace” for the Management. It 4s our 
experlence that in the ideal situation, tho minister, 
if totally engazed in industrial evangelism, should be 
paid by his denominatione There are very Zow ministers 
who serve in such a capacitve 

Quy conviction is thet whatever congrogation a minister 
may serve, there will be some among the menburs who 
"work with their handa" and to understand then the 
mlnister should get closer to them than the Sunday 
worship hour contacts. As stated before, if they are 
to be understood in their overeall attitudes toward 
life and the Church of Christ, the church ought to bring 
Lts message to them in the place where their opinions 
and attitudes are seneratede 

Perhaps a delineation of the method of organisation and 
program of worship service may be of interest. To pre= 
pare go service we have found it advisable to talk with 
the key men in tne ranks of labor in the factory and 
to seek thoir favorable reaction. Once that is had, 
the next step is to secure the cooperation of ianagee 
monte This may take some time and it should not be 
forced or supposed that one conversation with these 
groups is sufficient. Once both parties are favorable, 
notice can be placed on the bulletin board that a none 
sectarian service will be helde 

Names given by the Management and Union officials, 
possibly the shop steward, will provide a kind of 
advance ,sroup te keep before the eyes of labor and 
Management the fact that a worship service will be 
helde 

The service itself should be held in the mill or 
factory, preferably with space cleared for improvised 
benchiespr sitting acconnodationg. A olatform with a 
simple pulpit will help in giving prominence to the man 
and to tho message from the pulpite 

For the first meeting, probably not more than 20 mine ? 
utes should be used, ten of which might be denoted by { 
thea men from their lunch periog and ten sranted by 
Hanagement. The service itself might begin with a 
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call to silent prayer of not more than one minute, and 
with a brief audible prayere For the opening, the song 
"America the Beautiful" might be fitting, and 1f there 
bo an American flags, followed by the Pledge of Alle} 
Glancee Next, Scripture reading of a brief passage 
Polloved by a notetoo-Long general or pastoral prayere 
any special announcements touching on the service or 
of imnaediste concern to the group, but not about 
routine factory matters, ars not out of place. ‘The 
passage itself should be on a Biblical basis with a 
specific text, and last not more than 10 to 12 minutes: 
This followed sy a prayer and concluded with the Lord's 
Prayer. Of course, evangelism should not be presumed 
to be at an end with the worship servicese“9 The min- 
ister can inquire from the Union and Manarement leaders 
about the sick and injured and visit them in hospitals 
ov in their homes, always with the idea of reuniting 
the men with the churchos in which they once held 
memborshine 

Tvacts of strictly Christian evangelism are very eifece 
tivee They should never be controversial, but exclu=- 
sively Christian and helpful to the spiritual life. 

it is very important that meetings be held on scheduled 
dates and promptly at the hour announcede: Likewise, 
closing at the agroed time, as mon in both labor and 
Manarement are expected to be "on the job" upon the 
expiration of the time allowed for the service. Failure 
to adhere strictly to a prosram has, in at least one 
case, rvosulted in the forced abandonment of the meste © 
ings. In other instances, where the minister descended 
to shop slang and Giscussion of social and saconomic 
problems, the message brought unfavorable reaction from 
both Inbor and management.26 

This Long but very thorough section from President 

Schweitzer cives a penetrating insight into the ovanzelistic 

worl of Hontiero and his disciples Daryl Coddinston and 

Constantine Baldassaree 

25.46 Appendix E, 

26retter from Frederick Schweitzer to Paul John Thielo, 
January 25, LO5Ge 
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Donaid Le iiathews in Malamazoo, Michigan serving in the 

Fullor Manufacturing plant, ropresents the other evangelical 

thrust of Presbyterianism into the world of labor, management 

and industry. 

Nathews Gescribes the uniqueness of his work in these 

Words, 

I am not an industrial chaplain in the common under- 
standing of the term. The term more nearly identifying 
this situation here is "priesteworkman.” I work fulle 
time as a production employee in the shop. This is 
part of my total ministry to witness 1) to the sacred- 
ness of all Life and 2) to the identification of the 
church with working people.<? 

<t is after work last year that Rev. Mathews was able 

to make 55 visits to members of the plant to home and 

hospitals, He also conducted 4 funergls-and 4 marriages 

in this canacilty, besides dealing with financial, family, 

dvinkine, marriage, and employee=managerial problems. 

This concludes the study of the nature and scopes of the 

industrial Chaplaincy work in the United States. Additional 

statistica and materials pertaining to this phase and re- 

lstsd areas of the Industrial Chaplaincy will be found in 

the Appendix. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES AND FOSITIVE RESULTS OF THis 

TUOUSTRIAL CHaPLALTNCY 

The Industrial Chaplain does possess unique advantages 

and oyportunities.: The Chaplain has certain special oppore 

tunities to minister to the workers needa due to the fact 

that he is dealing with the individual “where he ise" This 

chavter is concerned with these unique opportunities he has 

ang the results that followe 

All the chapleing interviewed ‘agreed that the most 

Slenificant advantesze of the industrial chaplain is the 

opportunity to counsel versonally with the individual on the 

jobs either for "unit of spirit in a family feeling" or to 

"9 decision for Christ." 

fev. Wilton G. Petzold emphasizes the former motive 

when he says: 

fhe greatest success, I feel, that can come from such 
a program, large or small, is that of molding the 
workers together in there (sic) thinking and efforta 
se that they are able to work as a team rather than 
competing against eack othor. Helping them to practice 
the golden rulee Above all to show them how it is pose 
sible to have respect for another man's religion and 
to show love toward one's neizhbor. The success of a 
chaplaincy program cannot be measured in dollars and 
cents at the close of each year. It is measured in 
terms of unity of spirit in_s family feeling and a 
look toward eternal thingse 

GTR BaF AS OO TEL UTE EST 

1506 Appendix,F, question Se    
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Rev. Gene C. Warren represents the latter motive when 

he answers: 

In gaily contact with mon, who after becoming acquainted 
with them, and they with you, give you opportunity to 
be of spiritual help in regard to their vroblems--agnd 
invarlably this contact, "buddying" with them will 
bring to decision for Christe” 

Soth may not agree to the ultimate purpose for counsele 

ing but both agree "they are more capable of helping workers 

with problems that pastors away from the factory might not 

fully understand."* 

The second important advantage the Industrial Chaplains 

possess is the chance to make contact with people who never 

come to church. Chaplain Mathews of Kalamazoo, Michigan 

feels thats "Specifically, you are constantly Gesling with 

men you otherwise would probably never meet or see at 

churcheeand on the spiritual levole“ 

And Barney Walker of LeTourneau reiterates this point 

by adding: "Another advantaze is the opportunity to reach 

men and women for the Lord Jesus Christ that would not think 

of going to church." 

ON ae On TO OS PE TS 

“See Apvendix F, question Se 

Stndustrial Cheplains,” Time, October 31, 1955, pe B4e. 

‘netter from De Le iiathews to Mr. Donald W. Schriver, 
JLo, May 13, 19556 

‘ 
“see Appendix F, question Se 5 : 

|
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Truly all the chaplains concur in the fact that 

by being stationed in a plant, they are readily availe 
able to blackslid churchgoers who might hesitate to 
consult ao minister or priest. After going to an 
industrial chaplain for guidance, many a strayed sheop 

; has returned to the flocke® 

Hany of the chaplaing particulerly those who work parte 

time find a third advantage to being a minister "at the job." 

Reve Petzold puts lt this ways 

<I have come to know better the mind of the working mane 
<nowing how he thinks, what he feels, bis aims and 
goals in life, i am thereby fitted the more to help 
and serve hime? 

Reve Gene S. Hogan adds: "One can got a 'feel! ‘of the 

atmosphere. All of these factors are helpful in seeing s1l 

sides of a dispute op problem. "8 

Reve D. Mathews describes this advantage in his own   unique way by sayings 

Tt facilitates "Identification” with people. This 
| word identification is coming to have more sisonificance 

Por m@e « « « Also this does not mean sone easy kind 
of "being one of the boys" type of thing. I really 
don't think that the church can speak too well a no 
pedestal. God sent Christ to live among mene eo e 

StIndustrial Chaplains,” on. cite 

o 

See Appendix F, question Se 

8 
See Appendix F, question Ge 

Metter from De Le Mathews to Mr. ‘Donald We Schriver, 
ILey tay 13, 1955.
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This third advantage is the "knowing" of Petzold, the 

"feeling" of Hogan and the "Identification" of Mathews with 

the laboring people. And then sharing your message with 

those in the plant and the people in your congregation, have 

ing experlenced existentially their calling in lifee 

Reve Donald. Le Mathews who works full-time in @ plant: 

a8 @ production employee besides being an industrial chap- 

lain and regular pastor in a letter to a friend has several 

additional advantages -he feels are the treasure of the 

Industrial Chaplain. Specifically they are these: 

(1) It does help you develop a language that is more ° 
understondablesethat is words, vhrases, illustrations. 

(2) In addition to these .more "religious" factors, for 
me one of the advantages in the working is that it 
means that I have a share in the productive life of the 
universe--with my hands and mind IT help to create sone~ 
thing. This helps to witness to the dignity of work, 
the idea of Ghristian vocation, at the same tine that 
Lt helps to overcome the stercotyped and impotent pice 
ture that many nave of the ministry. it also helps me 
overcome the feeling that many times now days the 
minister tends to be a parasite: (3) Since I live on 
the wages Z make in the shop, this is a practical way 
of helping me feel completely free to speak the truth 
as I see ite My living doesn't depend on whether TI 
say what is pleasing or note The Christian, of course, 
is free of this anyway, but sometimes it helps be have 
practical as well as spiritual help for this."2 

(4) (Rev. Mathews) felt a loosening up among men in 
the shop in regard to religious mattors=-Christians 
don't alwaya seem gizate or embarrassed to discuss 
their faith, otcel 

LOrpid. 
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these, plus the first three advantages, are for the nost 

part 2 summary of the many opportunities and advantages the 

Industrial Chaplain -has or may have for sharing his message 

With the laborere 

Results 

Closely linked with the advantages of the work are the 

Pesponses and results. : 

The Reynolds Tobacco Coe of North Garolina is one of 

the finest sxamples of the operation of an Industrial Chap- 

‘lain. Regarding the general response to the work of the 

industrial Chaplain the president of the company, Mre 

Uhitaker expressed his faith in the venture when he saids 

The worst thing you can do to 4 worried or heartsick 
nerson, is to leave him alonee There sre tines when 
people need to be guided into right relations, not only 
with themselves ang other people, but with Gode It is 
our hope that through applied religion we may help 
every man and woman in the ggupanys not only to make a 
living, but to make a lifee 

He Se Kirk, superintendent of manufacturing, had mis- 

givings about the practicality of employing a pastor-counsel- 

or, but now considers it one of the wisest things the come 

pany bas ever donee "General good feeling in the plant is 

the best I've ever known 1%," he gaidet 

  

12c1srence Woodbury, “They Put a Parson on the Payroll," 
American Magazine (January, 1952), fisprinte 
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Charles &. Wade, Ire, the personnel manager, wag 

equally wholehesrted in his praises "I don't know of any-= 

thing which has helped our people more,” he saide "Religious 

counselins touches an areg of industrial relations where we 

were able to de very little before. "14 

Not only management seens satisfied, but the workers 

Peactions in general follow the pattern as pictured in Heve 

Geisemn's letters 

So long as the meotings, religious talks and discuss 
sions were held they were one of the most populer 
thincs according to a poll taken among the employees 
or all the benefits extended them by the company and 
this included hosvitaligation insurance, bonus arrange] 
ments, paid vacations, profit sharing arrangements, 
ctce It was gratifying to knew that the people 
respended in this manneretY 

Hesides general trends and attitude changes thet tend 

to result from the work of the Industrial Chaplain some 

persons feel certain concrete results can be discerned. 

Yor instanca, the Reynolds Company recognized that 

since they hired Reve Pence as Industrial Chaplain. 

Clavence Woodbury reports’ 

At the samo time labor turnover has dropped from 7.61 
to 5.22 per cent in two yoars, the accident rate has 
declined approximately 40 por cent, and absenteeism is 
much Lower than it used to bee Those three improvee 
ments cannot be attributed entirely to spiritual 
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counseling, I was told, but company exegyveves feel it 
has played a vital role in all of thomel® 

But not only the Reynolds Company claims ethical 

improvementse Fulton Oursler in an article for Readers 

Bicest matehes this clein with the results of the work of 

"Tony" Montiero of Newark, New Jersey when he says: 

Since Monticre began his ministry not one major strike 
has scccurred in the 11 plants where he holds services.e 
In 1946 thero was not a single disturbance betwoen 
labor and management, except one ipgonsequential 
flurry lasting lesa than 24 houra.l 

4A psmphiet, printed by the Gerber Enterprises Company 

alao points te the apparent success of relizion as represented 

by an Industrial Chaplain has had when it statess 

The men stopped swearinge e e e There was 9 12% ine 
crease in church mombership among the mene People from 
the town began to attend the services. There was a 
aeeregse in grievance problema in the plant, and since — 

‘the services began not one man has sought work elsee 
where lS : : 

Hence, cortain reports and articles would lead us to 

believe that the work of the Industrial Chaplain is contime 

ously and increasingly successful, Although certain gains 

and results are to be admitted this cannot minimize the 

dirvficulties, limitations and defeats also experienced by 

the Industrial Chaplein, as we shall see in Chapter six. 

  

1Sxoodbury, One Cite 

l7y1ton Oursler, "Circuit Riders of the Mills," 
Reprint, Readers Digest (Nay, 1949). 

18rrom a pamphlet printed by the Gerbor Enterprises! 
Company, Plymouth, Indicna.



  

CHAPTER V 

DIFVPICULLINSG AND REACTIONS 

Despite the apparent successes of the Industriql Chane 

lains, many problems are involved in eae on such a 

PPOsTaAM.s y 

Although in answering tho Industrial Chaplain Question= 

naire to the question whether they faced any particular 

problema or limitations in respect to mana gerial--employee 

work only two out of the sixteen said thoy aide? THe fact 

still remains that these men do have to cope with innumerable 

problems, Limitations, and criticismse 

dime Magazine and Dr. Marshal le Scott in The City 

Church summed up the various vulnerable asvects of this 

ninistrye 

Time higeagine reports: 

Some business mon feel that chaplains sre useful only 
in amall centralized plants, or question the whole idea 
of mixing business and religion. Wany thoughtful 
churchmen qlso have reservetionse They fear that too 
much time can be devoted to public relations, morale 
and production-jboosting projects having little to do 
with religions others worry that industrial chaplains 
steal away parishioners from established local pastorse 
But by far the biggest complaint comes from union 
leaders, who fear that mansgement will use religion as 
weapon against labor and to talk down justified come 
DSlaints and demands. Said the Protestant Christisn 
Century: "The first danger in a company-naid chape 
laincy is that the chaplain msy become a conmany-epaid 
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errand boy for tolatering company policy, pacifying 
coupliints, playing on religious predilections to keep 
workers happy. The church should not condone such 
Pr@stitation of its ministrye 

oe 
De. Scott has this to says 

What is holding back the industrial chaplaincy? Most 
of the delaying problems can be grouped into threes 
lack of interest, practical handicaps, and the ratter 
of who payse® 

Using Dre Scott's outline of problems, wa first wish to 

investirate the interest in the Iadustrial Chaplaincy on the 

part of industry and labor. Dr. Scott, Dean of the Presaby-= 

terian Institute of Industriel Helations writes this about 

the general interest in the programs 

There is no great interest in industrial chaplains on 
the part of workers of management. We have put the 
question to them in all parts of the country, except 
for a feu soushenatern states. A majority of manace- 
ment and union leaders had not even heard of such a 
program. Of thoso who had, many were skepticale 

However, interest is growing. Hut the increasing 
interest is mach more among management than among 
Workers a 

Concern on the part of management is not enough. lien 
and women in the plants must want the chaplain, or at 
least willingly accept him. Management, no matter how 
zealous, cannot shove religion uyon employees. The 
Christian concern of most management is zenuine, but 
it arouses suspicion in some instances that relision 
ia being used, consciously or unconsciously, to keep 

3 

  

2 
“Pima, October Sl, 1955, pe Sé%e 

Svarshal Le Scott, "The Industrial Chaplain," The 
City Church, April, 1954, pe 2e
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workers content and to delay union activity and 
employes representation e# 

On the basis of the Industrial Chaplaincy Questionnaire, 

five of the original Industrial Chaplains are no longer 

active for one reason or the other; and only one minister 

is reported planning to enter the growing work in the near 

future.” These facts may indicate a lack of interest in 

this tyge of work, but this hypothesis cannot actually be 

Clearly substantiatede 

Sesides a lack of interest another pvroblem of Indus= 

trial Chaplaincy smst contend with is in the practical 

realm. Dr. Scott has this to comments 

Practical situations have hindered chaplains. Anyone 
who hos hed experience in industrial plants imnovws 
how difficult it would be to get a group together 
before the shift begins. Similarly 1% is practically 
impossible to have any group activity at the close of 
the turn. Hen run from the time clock to the parking 
lot, to the bus stop, or to the tavern. 

When ministers have met with groups, it has usually 
been during a lunch houre However, in many industries 
today no lunch period is givene Men eat while the 
machine soes on producing. Wo lunch hour, no group 
meeting e 

There are other complicating factors. in some situa= 
tions the noise is so great that conversation is not 
practicable, lHvyen.where there sre relatively quiet 
facilitiss, it is not easy for men to leave both 
machine and the group curing working hours to talk 
with the counselor. Such diversion interferes with 
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production and often throws added burdens on othor 
mon who stay with the mchinoge 

Other practical problems are indicated by the president 

ofa foundry in Bast Newark, New Jersey. In desoribing why 

the Industrial Chaplaincy program failed in his plant Mr. 

Newitt says thiss 

Ve de not know tha reasons but wish to voint out that 
our foundry is small, our work has been falling off 
duving the oast two years resulting in lesser nersonnel. 
The physical handicops as to apace and lack of assembly 
facilities may have been contributing factors. 1) The 
progzam does work in certain plants. 2) We do not 
consider 1t misplaced but the lack of employee interest 
will vary because of unlike employee interest. 3) wie 
became interested beeause of the fact that the program 
was oporating in several other foundrics. Weekly noone 
dey meetings were held and the leader endeavored to 
wisit in the homes of the employees when sickness or 
requests for bis services were evidenced. 4) In 
failing to post advance notice of weeting, a responsi=e 
bility of management, which @id happen on several 
occasions, we may have contributed to discouragencnte 

The weekly noon day meetings continued as before but 
later on, after lspses in the occurences of the 
meetings, 26 apparently died and no efforts have ever 
been made to reactivate the progrant, either by 
manarement or the enployeese 

Although interest and practicality aro major problems, 

the third problem is the most difficult and complexe Who 

is to pay for the support of the Industrial Chaplain? 

Once again Dre Scott is a help in making pointedly 

Clear the many angles to this knotty problem: 

  

Sscott, Ope Cites De Se 

Trotter by Mr. John Hewett to Mr. David Shivley, 
March 17, 1955e¢ ;    
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The easiest way would be to vermit industry to assume 
the cost. Increasingly there are companies which are 
willing to do so, We are not rovdy for final judgment 
but this easy way must be observod with reservationse 

Such an arrangement can create a negative attitude 
toward Christianity. TI have heard workers say: "If 
the boss wants to hire some religion, let him buy 
some for himself first--ho needs it as mach as we doe" 
Churchmen must never forget that for many yoars the 
majority of American industrial workers assumed that 
the Protestant churches were owned and controlled by 
the "bosses." ijany believed that preachers wore "naid 
stooses of the bosses." This situation has happily 
been modified in the last decade or two, and we 
hesitate to revive the old suspicions and distruste 

Most manacement nen are genuine. It is difficult for 
them to understand ‘or believe the extent of resente 
ment on the part of many workerse Furthermore, , they 
sCldom realize that the employees do not speak frankly 
with them on such matters, particularly in plants where 
there are no labor unionse 

Could this handicap be avoided 1f workers helped to 
support the chaplaincy arrangement? In ths0ry, yese In 
practical experience it is not likely to work oute In 
most American industrial comaunities the rivalry relie 
gious factions prevents employee sunport for any reli- 
gious programe? 

4A. He. Armerding of the Commission on Industrial Chape   laincies disagrees with Scott. He fecls the Industrial 

Chaplain should be remmerated by the industrial plant which 

he serveue He stategs 

As in the military service, he should be endowed with 
a vanis which will engender rospect on the part of the 

| rank and file of employees and which will enable him 
| to hold his own against interference by other officials 
| or supervisors. His duties and privileses should be 

clearly definod before he starts work and thereafter 
no interference should be permitted. Such an arrange. 
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ment is clearly superior to the sporadic services which 
might be rendered by an “outsider” without official 
standing or rights. The salary. of the chaplain should 
be adequate to attract men of high calibor and commen- 
Surate with the importance of the service he is to 
roenger. Although the purpose of the chaplaincy program 
ia not mercenary it bas been clearly demonstrated thas 
tho investment pays big dividends, both tangible and 
intangiblee 

This question has further ramifications which are reo 

lated to the union. The fact that "most chaplains are in 

non-union shops"1S gnasecates the possible necative attitude 

the union might have and for the most part, does have for 

the Industria i Ghaplaine 

fo substantiate this position Dr. Clair Me Cook's 

personal jottings are quoteds 

The ANY did not answer my letter so, not to lot then 
out of my atudy, I contacted several lesser figures by 
thone. Each passed me (and the buck) vo a step by 
rertorving me to his superlore. Finslly, after a call 
to Washington D.C. I was allowed to talk to Hr -~---, 
direct secretary to Mre Meany, union president. His 
vievs coincided with the CIO as already stated, that 
the chuyvch should stay out of the labor picture as far 
Qs counselor and plant chaplain. Religion was fine as 
far ag ovoreall ethical and moral training was cone 
cerned but there was a very evident distrust of man= 
agemont and employed chapleinse As an aside, I asked 
ipevweumeti tho union would voice objection to managce 
ment employed physchiatrists to offer counsol and 
guidance to troubled workers. fis objection was very 
definite on the basis that management could easily use - 
this method to bedt down labor and what went on ina 
man's mind or whateever hig personal oroblems--it was 

  

°,. H. Armerding, “The Industrial Chavlain and His 
Work," 9 quotation from Cook's nevsonal notese 

Wciair Me. Cook, "fhe Industrial Chaplain,” Christian 
Century, August Sl, 1955, pe 995. 
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no concern of the management. He then went into a 
discourse on certain plants that use medical examina- 
tions as a tool to weed out and fire union memberse 
He cited an example of chest Xerays that wore used to 
show up union mombership cards in pocketse (‘This is 
MPeeeedtatemont and without further proof leaves many 
doubts as to actual facts.) I digressed a llttle 
further from the subject and then asked if he objected 
to company sponsored periodic medical oxaminationge 
Wis answer again was a definite opposition unless the 
union waa also brought into the operation of the plane 
it seoms the unions views are to blecken an entire 
fleld of operation based possibly upon a few remote 
caseze The amount of doubt held by the unions of 
managenents smallest movement is amazingetl 

Nz. Hausey, Secretary for the CIO Religion and Labor 

Committee concurs with the A.FeofLe above when he has this 

to says 

&a I told you, many industrialists have used, and 
are still uSing religion in industry as a propazanda 
device againat the exployees forming unions. This 
has created some distrust on the vart of organised 
labor toward the industrial chaplaincy idea, Tf 
believe that 4% is the responsibility of the relisions 
to develop men and women motivated by the highor 
spiritual values to the point of anglying these 
principles to their everyday working Life.t2 

Othor officials in both the C.eI,0. and A..,ofL. have 

Giffored with this position. Very often after contact with 

the particular Industrial Chaplain the union has recone 

sidered ita general antagonism toward the Industrial Chape 

laine 

  

Drom the personal notes of Dr. Clair M. Cooke 

12 etter from John G. Ramsey, Secretary, CeleOe 
saareaee and Labor Committee to Rev. Marc Burbridge, June 

9 1955.6  
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4& case in point is the acceptance of Rev. Semple of 

Bondon, Ontario, Canada, who was eventually whole-heartedly 

received by union officlalse 

Ae Grockford, president of the C.i.e0. union at Central 
Aiveraft, said that "Although I know workers in indus- 
try needed an ally, it was with a feeling of scenticisn 
that I heard we were to have a padre at Centrale It 
may have been a case of asking for bread and getting a 
stone. ie hear of him through a fellow worker who had 
asked his aide. Ve met him, and liking him, we have 
become biasede 

An example of an Ael’,oOfLe leader who was willing to 

leave the problem in the hands of local union authorities is 

Peter Henle, Secretary of the A.FeofLe He writes this: 

4s to religious activities at specific companies, it 
is the individual union which determines its policy in 
light of ites particuler situation. In feneral, unions 
work cooperatively with religious authorities, and may 
coopexsate in special programa but do not attemt to 
provide religious guidance or undertake special reli- 
gious procramsel* 

In one instance a vastor is paid in part by the union 

for his ministry amongst the workerse 

At Kansas City's huge Swift and Coe plant, the Reve 
Bernerd ti. Nelson is even paid by the union itself$ he 
works alongside the men in the automotive division as 
an ordinary worker, and is strictly neutral on union- 
management sauabblese4 

  

lSstanley G. Matthews, "Production Line Padre," canadian 
Business, December, 1949. 

1tretter of Peter Henle, Secretary of the AeF.ofLe to 
liv. David M. Shipley, liay 11, 1955. 

1S"Industrial Chaplains," @4me, October 31, 1955, De Ste 
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On the other hand although companies are accused by 

union officials of exploiting religion in order to fi11 

their own coffers, the companies claim they have the sincere 

interest of the worker in minde 

time says thats 

fo avoid this danger, most companies with formal, paid 
chaplains male sure that they take no part in formal 
mana soenenteworker problems, that they are there to give 
aid to troubled people, gut not as a representative of 
the board of directors el 

Rev. Clifford Peace of the Reynolds Coe feared this 

problem of labor distrusting management might occur but 

Reynolds officials convinced him that this was not the case 

and that he was not merely another arm of manacemonte 

He feared, for example, that certain of the local 
ministers wight misunderstand the purpose of his work, 
Zecllng that Reynolds employees should turn to their 
own pastor vhnen they were in need of helpe 

He suspected that some employees might come to him and 
attempt to use his office as a means of by-passing the 
customary administrative channels on matters of job 
grievancese 

Ke recognised that some workers might suspect him of 
being an ear of management. And he feared that he 
mizht be caught in an impossible position as far as 
labor-management relations were concernede 

On this last point a top Reynolds official assurred 
him, “We want you to come and work with our pnoople, 
without reference to any union situation or to any job 
related grievancese” 

fiie other fears proved to be croundlesses.eeThe admin= 
istrative chain of command had not been violated by 
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his office and bast -of’all, the Reynolds omp,oyees have 
come to him freely with growing enthusiasm. 

in the LeYourneau plant in Peoria, Illinois, the former 

Plant cheplain Dan Demmin states that actually he had no 

part in Union negotiations or relations for he considered 

his job only of a religious naturee 

I have never asked to be part of the negotiating com 
mittee, and so, I stay out of the union relationse ‘The 
units representing the Company and the Union do such a 
g00d job, wo have so little trouble in bargaining, 
there is no need for me to be a nart of ite 

iy program is fundamentally relicious eS 

Setually this problem of support by labor and manage= 

ment of the Industrial Chaplain will only be solved when 

labor and management sit down together and agree as to the 

role of the chaplain and who will support hime Unfor= 

tunately this sitting down together dees not seem imminent 

in the foreseeable future. 

Concisely these are the problems and criticism cone 

nected with the Industrial Chaplaincy program. Only the 

future will tell what solutions and directions they will 

eventually takee 

  

- Wonester Ss. Davis, "Experiment in Christianity With 
its Sleeves Rolled Up," Sunday Journal and Sentinel 
‘Winston-Salem, North Garo ina, Augus 19, 1951, Be le 

Te etter from Dan Dermin to Mr. David M. Shipley, 
lay 15, 1955. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THEOLOGICAL CONTENT 

it is extremely difficult to make any definitive obser= 

vations concerning the theological commitments of these 

various Industrial Chaplainse Magazine articles do not 

Supply onough information and the eee Chaplain Gues- 

tionnaire was not created to elicité) specific theolozical 

information. Therefore wo must satisfy ourselves with a few 

Specific and very many general conelusions regarding the 

Industrial Chaplains theological emphasise 

One concrete observation we can make is that no Roman 

Catholic Priests are Industrial Chaplainge ‘he Reve Goorze 

S. Higgins of the National Catholic Welfare Conference 

writes, "Io the best of my knowledge there are no companies 

in the United States which employ a Catholic 'Industrial 

Chaplain, "4 

Another overall observation is made by Marshall Le 

Scott in City Church Magazinee 

In the South he the Industrial Chanlain is expected 
to give a Bible centered messarce3 in the Northeast 
he my have a Biblically illitergte group that would 
be bewildered by such a messagee 

  

i. oF Lar ru Be Me Wahlberg, The Industrial Chaplain, February 1 
1954, p. 4 (mimeogranhed) 
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This observation that work in the South and Northeast 

have @ different complexion 1s fully substantiated by the 

Industrial Chaplain Questionnaire. 

As it might be expected the Industrial Chaplains of 

North America run the gamut of theological doctrinese” The 

following material is subdivided in order to make clearor 

tho fundamental religious differences of the movement. 

The Golden Rule 

Reve lierwion of Willard, Ohio, when asked to state the 

basic and fundamental message he had for the industrial 

worker had these threes cooperation, the principles of the 

Golden Rule, and honesty in every waye* 

Another man who feels the Golden Rule is the basic tenet 

in his work is Clifford H. Peace, but he has this thought to 

add concerning fundamental teachings. "Each (sic.) worker 

should know what they want and each must enter it with 

Christian Motivation, 

. Brotherhood 

Others express this emphasis in the cloak of brother- 

LASSE ETRE 

Ssee Appendix F for the church affiliations of the 
industrial Chaplainse 

*se0 Appendix F, question Te 
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hood. Chaplain Workman of Lonestar Steol Co., writes: 

God is father, man is brother and the neighborly fellow- 
ship of fellow workers in cooperation with a FathereGod 
is the basic meaning of the Family of God. This fellow- 
ship is best done in the workers own family, through 
the church of his choice and his various stevardships 
in the community, state and nation. 

iy father is working until now and I worke An honest 
day's work with a sense of the approval of God makes 
for = senso of security that is basic to personal 
integrity and good work, normal health and spiritual 
peaco oY 

Reve silton G. Petzold underlines this approach with 

these words: 

i believe the basic message for the worker and manage= 
ment is to treat each other like human beings and as 
children of the same God. Help them to realize that 
neither is superior to the other, but that both are 
alike in the ayes of God. The fundamental message I 
have tried to impart is that ecsgardless of our station 
in life each of us will be accountable for his spirite 
ual lifoe? 

Psychological Adjustment 

In this connection it must be understood that this 

division refers merely to those men who feel this is the 

prinary “theological” content of their messages 

This emphasis was made by Rev. Sidney We. Semple of 

London-Onterio, Canada. Stanley Ge Mathews in Canadian 

Business reports: 
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in this process of helping individuals he Semple 
neither advises nor moryalizes. Ue urges the individual 
to unearth hidden motives and conflicts wiich may be 
blurring his judgment. Most people can make their own 
decisions, Semple says, once they learn Christian moral 
standards gnd gre convinced that they apply to their 
own needs. 

And furthers 

After five years of work with men and women in factories 
ive Semple has reached some definite conclusions cone 
cerning it: “Industrial Chavlainey is an extension of 
the Church's pastoral ministry among those in industry. 
The ministzey consists chiefly of pastoral counseling, 
which aims at helping people clarify their hidden 
notives and conflicts, so that understanding may olay 
a great part in helping them arrive at their own 
solutions e? 

Coinciding with this ayproach the Congregationalist 

minister, Punk Pranklin Bliss of Goodyear Atomic Corporation 

might be citeds 

in our counseling the problem presented is given great 
Weight. it is felt that the individual can, with help, 
become a competant problem-solving individual, be given 
& renewed senso of self-confidence ang, thereby helped 
to become a well-rounded personalitye 

For Christ 

The majority of Industrial Chaplains who forwarded 

Wer ter emery or ener ra eee 
- 

Esteniey Ge. Mathews, "Production Line Padre,” Canadian 
Business, December, 1949. 
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thoir questionnaires folt that a witness to Christ as 

Savior was the fundamentel message they had for the worker. 

The nature and scope of this emphasis took varied forms. 

The Rev. Charlie Wartin of Tulsa, Oklahoma, has this 

to says 

In our teaching and preaching ministry we endeavor to 
bring to the attention of our men that there is no 
way to make sternal life secure other than the teache 
ing of Jesus Christ, aa the Son of God, born of a 
virgin, crucified on the cross, and through his resure 
rection, hope of eternal life. After this we endeavor 
tc teach men to read their bible, to vray, end trust 
Sod for the needs of life. We believe this will help 
them to understand one another, work better together, 
and make better workmenet1 

The same theological emphasis of industrial Chaplains 

“Nalker, Jarrson, Geiseman, and Hogan can be summed up in the 

words of Chaplain Roath of Dallas, Texas: - 

The basic message is the message of the Gospel that 
men are Lost and in need of salvation and a Saviour 
from sin. Divine Kevelation, God's Word reveals the 
extent of gin and the abundant provision in the 
sacrifice of Christ on the cross to meet the need of 
manitind. It is imperative that man make a personel 
decision and trust implicitly in Christ alone for 
salvation. The Eiblo also sects forth the character and 
provision for Chpistion life which God desires. each 
person to livee 

Here sin, salvation in Christ, and the Word of God 

receive the main emphasis. ‘With several others a slightly 

different but related emphasis can be detected. Chanlain 

EEE ae RAR 

Li s26 Appendix F, question 7e 

  

1e bad. 
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liathews speaks for Montiero, Coddington and Baldassare. 

The sams message the Christian has for any mant With 
the attempt to make this clear in terms understandable 
to the factory workers and management. ‘These random 
statements and passages will indicate 4t: ae The 
earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof....ethis 
means that our work, the machine we work on, the work 
W6 do, Stee, 311 is within God's framework and his 
plan and is properly "done to the glory of God." 
be an apart from God is loste oc. Wan's relation« 
shin with God mey be restored...has been restored. 
Man be healed, pulled together, made into one man ‘in 
piace of two, through Jesus Christe Sut this same 
gospel must be communicated so that at lesst it will 
be clear. At least so that the basic choice a man 
has in Life may be cleare 

Beyond this of course (sic.) would be the attempt to 
make clear that Cod knows and understands working 
mens that faith in Christ is not a pious, pie in the 
sky uffaiy_ for sissies, but is the Wey, the truth and 
the life +? 

These words of Mathews outline the down-to-earth 

theolopical content of his message and also represent thé 

the content of his associates and fellow Presbyterians from 

the East Coast, Montiero, Coddington and Baldassare. 

For all Industrisl Chaplains it may de ssid that they 

take pains not to emphasize their particular denominatione 

Rather they try to witness with a message for the entire 

gPous they ministere This approach is demonstrated in the 

words of Charlie Martin whose "work ia non-denomination in 

that he nover injects his Assembly of God or any other 
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creed into bis work, "24 

Similarily in the work of Reve McConnell: "Discussion 

of the Bible text is not slanted toward any denomination 

but aimed at vpomoting Christian principles in daily life 

situations. "15 

In attempting to spesk to 811 peoples regardless of 

denomination sometimes doctrinal differences are completely 

ignored. lor example, iicConnell reports this in his work: 

"members of threes different faiths joined in the observance 

of the Lord's Super in a sick room in the hospital under 

leadership of the Chaplain. "26 

fhe same indifference toward confessional adherence 

is noted in the appointment of Clifford Poace as Chaplain 

to the Keynolds Tobacco Co6 

ee whitaker, who is a prominent Episcopalian layman, 
* talked this question over with the chaizmman of the 

board of directors, James Ae Gray, who is an equally 
prominent Methedist. Together, they decided to try 
out, the idea of employing a minister to serve employees 
85 & pasteor-counselor, a sort of company chaplains 

POE RRC EE £9 ae EE Ae SATE 

4 
1e6p Foresman, "Ghaplain “ig Cog at Refinery," The 

Tulsa Tribune, April 17, 1954. 

15 1, Day with Charlie Hartin," Shirtgleeve Relision 
(Tulsa, Cirlahoma , NeDede 

    

1Gut,qustrial Chaplaincy at Fielderest Mills" (Spray, 
North Carolina, NePe), De Be 

1 o1arence Woodbury, "fhey Put a Parson on the Payroll,” 
American, January, 1952, pe le 
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Many of the mon feel compelled to refer men of none 

Christian buciground or Roman Catholic origin to return to 

_ their respective churchese For instances Hontiero "has 

coaxed Jews back to synagogues, Protestants to prayer moet- 

ing, Catholics to Hasa."le 

Another example of this is foand in the work of the 

former Industrial Chavlain Sidney We Semple. 

Semple works under the Jurisdiction of the Diocese of 
Huron but in an interdenominstional capacity. Workers 
at the iicCormick plant were told that while the chan-= 
lain in this instance happened to be an Anglican 
clersyman, no attempt would be made to persuade them 
to Join thet faith. The chaplain stood ready at all 
times to put workers in touch with the clergyman or 
priest of their own faith if they so desired. It was 
made clear thet the ohgpiain was there to help them 
in overy way possiblee 

Sasieally this comprises the doctrinal or theolosical 

content and emphases of the thirty-four or wore Industrial 

Chaplains in North Americae With. the informition availeble 

very little more than these fundamental observations can 

be made. 

(SPR Sr ses ewe ne emcees Seen 

1B wlton Oursler, "Circuit Rider of the Millis," 
Readers Dipost, May, 1940 

19 esanley G. Mathews, "Production Line Padre," 
Canadian Business, December, 19496 

  

 



  

CHAPTER VII 

EVALUATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

it is impossible for the writer or anyone at the pres-= 

ent time to mke an intelligent and meaningful evalustion 

of the Industrial Chaplain. ‘The Industrial Chaplain is 

still ina state of constant fluxe The majority of the 

chaplainclLes have been in operation for less than eight or 

nine years and this is hardly a sufficient time upon which 

to judge their effectivenssay and futuree However, on the 

basis of the answers received in the Industrial Chaplain 

‘uestionnairs certain broad observations and specific 

Sugeestions for our church can be mdée 

theologically, we can cbserve this facte Amongst 

the Industrial Chaplains in the United States and Canada 

two distinctly different presentations of the Christian 

Nesssce are madee The one is merely an aimless burlesque 

of the venl thinee It imitates the players in the main 

drama under the cloak of Brotherhood, Golden Rule and 

Psychological Adjustment. ‘he real drama of Christ, the 

Son of God, snd his victery over the sins of the world is 

ignored by these "watered down" Christian ministere.e They 

S
a
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o
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sentr
a 

attempt to rescue the worker from his problems and diffie 

24
, 

culties by assuring him that he can of himself make the 

grade. The real industrial messengers of the Gospel attest 

rathor to tae fact that man cannot of himself? overcome
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these burdens but that, only ag he leans in faith on Christ, 

Will he win the victory over the world and its many, many 

burdens and sins. Praise is to God that the majority of 

the industrial Chaplains proclaim Jesus Christ, the victor 

over sin. 

The second observation the writer would like to make 

is that for a number of important reasons the Industrial 

Chaplain does not appear to have 4 particularly bri ght 

future on the American scene. In the introduction and body 

of the paver the writer has referred to the work of the 

Industrial Chaplain as similar to the chaplaincy work con- 

ducted in the armed servicese The Industrial Chaplain, 

however, has a unique position in the community which the | 

Service chaplain does not. The service chaplain's work is 

highly important because he is serving a group of men who 

are cui off from normal church affiliation. The men in the 

averacze indastrial plant do or can readily have rogular cone 

tact with the Local church.e Although some benefit can bo 

derived by the wrker in attending additional church 

services or counseling veriods, it is questionable whether 

the problems the chaolaincy program initiates are worth 

the effort. it is also important to note, if the regular 

parishes are doings their job, the necessity of the Indus~ 

trial Chaplaincy program is actually climinatede 

Other factors that tend to dim the future of the 

Industrial Chaplain are the many obstacles it nust hurdle 
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in omler to oporate smoothlye The Union, labor 1tself, and 

Management, plus the Local church, make it a very difficult 

plan to incorsorate as part of industry's program. It is 

only under extremely favorable conditions that the program 

has met with real succoss. In the light of these factors 

the author feela that the Industrial Chaplain will remain a 

phenonenon for particular communities and plants where 

local comiitions with union, neighboring churches and 

management are idealet 

the last observation the writer wishes to make is 

that the Industrial Chaplaincy has done something praise- 

worthy, if only in etressing.the Importance of the church's 

needed interest in labor and manegement. It has done a 

service to the church, in witnessing to the world and to 

the other parts of the church, the concern God has in men 

whoever they ave and wherever they may bee All too often 

the man on the assembly line or in the executive office 

has been Aisassociated from the influence of God and the 

Church. The Industrial Chaplain through example and come 

mentary brings the place of the church closer to the induge 

trial plante 

find it is in this connection that the author has some 

SRR Sear ROL Is oe whee 

lig is the author's feeling that the most successful of 
the approaches will be the Industrial Evangelism approach 
of the Preabyterian Church. It is the most closely attached 
to the church and the most truly evangelistic and therefore 
the author fsels, the most likely to succeed. 
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Specific guzsestions for the Lutheran Churche=Missourti 

Synod. The siudy of the Industrial Chaplain and its many 

ramifications suggest that our church in its obligation 

to speak to labor and management follow these recomuenda- 

tions: 

1. it should establish a committee similar to the 
Ruval Life CGonmission which would study the prob-= 
iems involving the church's relation with this 
phase of American Life which effects over 50% of 
&ll people employed in the United Statese 

it should initjate Christ-centered course at both 
our soninarios® which would deal specifically 
with such things as employse=managerial relations, 
psychology of the worker and worker counselinge 
these would enuble our men to intelligently and 
decisively deal with men engaged in industry 
whether they bo management or labore 

a ° 

Ge The chureh would prompt this commission and the 
Seminary to disseminate materials and conduct 
workshops snd lecture groups concerning the 
unigue factors and problems involved in dealing 
with people in industry. These materials and 
programs should be directed to those ministers 
and laymen of the Missouri Synod who will not 
have hed the opportunity to receive such courses 
at the seminarye 

in conclusion the author wishes to say that other 

churches including the Roman Catholics, the Preabyterians, 

and most recently our brothers in the Unlted Lutheran 

  

®see Appendix F, question 5 for suggested courses by 
present Industrial Chaplainse 

Suecormick Seminary and Bloomfield Seminary of Bloome 
field, Kew Jersey are the most outstanding schools pres- 
ently engaged in giving courses and seminars regarding the 
roll of the church in industry. See Apnendix for their 
addressee 
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Church have recognized the need for such an interest and 

activity. ‘the Lutheran Church--lMissouri Synod mist recog- 

nize this important calling and not wait another 20 years 

to follow the leade ‘Tho Industrial Chaplain may be the 

answer the church has for reaching the unchurched workers 

Then again it may not, but no matter it is still in this 

area of labor, church, and management that our church mast 

investigate and participate NOW. 
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APPENDIX A 

PHESENT INDUSTRIAL CHEAPLATNS 

Charles J. Anderson, Guaker Stretcher Co. 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 

C. A. Baldassare . 
80 Hanford St., Newark, Nede 

luther Ballou, Goodwill Industries 
Dayton, Ohio 

Paul PF. Bliss, Goodyear Atomic Corporation 
P.O. Box 628, Portsmouth, Ohio 2 

David Goddincton 
912 South Léth Ste, Newark, Nede 

Lalo D, Button, Bristol Manufacturing Coe 
iristol, Conne 

Join ©. Herlon, Pioneer Rubter Coe 
Willard, Ohio 

Gene S, Hogan, Severance Tool industries, ince 
Saginaw, Wiche 

Industrial Chaplain, LeTourneau Gorpe 

Reve 

Reve 

Reve 

Rev, 

Rev. 

Toccoa, Georgia 

Ce KX. Mann, The Lefourneau Foundation 
Longview, Texas 

Charlis Martin, Dek-Sunray Oil Coe 
Box S81, Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Donald Le Mathew, Miller Manufacturing Coe 
Kalamazoo, Miche 

Jo Ke McConnell, Fieldcrest Mills 
Spray, North Carolina 

Anthony Hontiero 
Ste Paul's Presbyterian Church 
115 Union, Nawark, New Jersey 
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Bernard We ilelson, Swift & Co. 
Kansas Clty, Kansas 

Clifford H. Peace, Re Je Reynolds Tobacco Coe 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

J. Gordon Peterson, Texas Aluminum Coe 
Rockwall, Texaa 

Milton Petzold 
Plymouth, Indiana 

Thomas He Roth, John Re Mitchell Coe 
Dallas, Yexag 

Harey We Sanmson, Sinclair O11 Refining Coe 
Houston, Texas 

Emerson W. Gmith, Chaplain of industrial Relation, 
Soston Area 
C/o Gishop John Wesley Lord 
581 Boylston Ste, Boston 16, Masse 

stanley Taylor 
1OSEL Wilshire Dre, Detroit 5, Miche 

Bernéy Walker, Re Ge LeTourneau, Ince 
Longview, Texos 

Gene Warren, LeTourneau 
Vicksburg, Misse 

James W. Vorkman, Lone Star Steel 
Dallas, Texas 
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RETIRED INDUSTRIAL CHAPLATINGS 

Dan Demmin, Re G. LeTourneau, Ince 
Peorio, Ille 

Harvey E. Garrison, General Electric Co. 
1030 Jeker Svée, Sehenectady, New York 

Oe Ae Goiseman 
7606 We Division, River Forest, Ill. 

Karl E. Kinseley, Stupakoff Manufacturing and 
Ceramic Goe 
trinity Lutheran Church, Latrobe, Poe 

Francis 5. Sayre, Jr 
Dean, Washington Cathedral, Washington D.C. 

Sidney We Semple 
21 Watling Ste, London, Onteric = Canada 

PUDURE INDUSTRIAL CHAPLAIN 

Klwood Girkelback, Good Commonwealth Life Inse Coe 
Davis Uullding, Dallas, Texas 

e
e
 

  

  
 



  

  

APPENDIX B 

ORCANIZATIONS WHICH ARE SOURCES 
BOR INFORMATION = 

CONCERNING THE INDUSTRIAL CHAPLAINCY 

Anerican Federation of Labor : 
American Federation of Labor Building 
Washington 1, DeGe a 

Peter Henle, Assistant Director of esearch 

Church and Industry Relations 
Department of the Association of Manufacturers 
2 East 48th Ste 
New York 17, Ne¥e 

Christian l'recdom Foundation, Ince 
Publishers of Christian Economics 
2 East 48th Ste 
New Yori: 17, NeXe 

Christian Froedom Foundation, Ince 
Publishers of Christian Economics 
26 West Sth Ste 
liew York 19, Nee 

CLO Comaission on Neligion and Labor 

718 Jeckson Place, Nelle 
Hashington GS, Dele 

John G. Hamsay, Secretary 

Council of Relipion and Industry 
irs. Jaunita Marrison 
Superior Decal, Ince 
2889 Ete wayne AV@e 

Dallas, Texas 

Department of City and Industrial Work 
Harold H. Ealdwin, Secretary 

156 Fifth Aves 
New York 10, iieXe 

Guide Posts 
Carnogie Building 
645 Tast 46th Ste 
New York, HeYe 
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Industrial Packing House Worker Union 
Local #12 
Kansas City, Kansas 

Reve Bernard vie Nelson 

lillo lines 
Special Ropresentative, 
International Association of Machinists 

4109 = 14th Avee 
Kock Island, Lil. 

listhodist Commission on Chaplains 
100 Maryland Aveée, Nelle 
Washington 2, DeCe 

National Association of Evangelicals 
501 Farwell. bldge 
Detroit 26, lMiche 

Irwin We MeLean, Executive Secretary 

Rational Association of Manufacturers 
Central Division 
2227 National Sank tuilding 
Detroit 25, Mich 23 ' . 

Harvey We Frye » Director, Church and Industry Relations 

National Association of Manufacturers 

ifdwest Division 
ane N. Wells Ste 

cazo 6, Ill 
Donald is Mallery, Director, Church end Industry 
Rolations 

National Catholic Wolfare Conference 

Department of Social Action — 

1312 Massachusetts Avees Nelle 
Washington 5, Dee 

Yery ROVe “Hegre George Ge Higgins, Director   National CLO Representative, UAW-CIO 
8000 East Jefferson Avce 
Detroit 14, iiche 

Reve Charles C. webber 

National Council of Churches ‘ 

Division of Christian Life and Work 

Departinent of The Church and Economic Life 

237 Fourth Avee 
New York: 10, Nee 

liiss Blma Le Greenwood   
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Rational Council of Churches 

297 = 4th Aves 
New York 10, love 

fieve Benson Ye Landis 

National Home Missions Department 2 

Assembly of God Church 
454 Vi. Pacific Sie 
Springfield 1, ioe 

Hational Religion and Labor Founda tion 

5494 North High Ste 
Columbus 2, Ohis 

Reve Clair He Cook, Associate Director 

Synod of New Jersey, Presbyterian Church, VeSehe 

605 Broad Ste 
Newark 2) Neda 

Rev. Dolwyn he Hayson 

The World Council of Churches 

156 = Sth Avoe 
Rew York, UeXe 
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APPENDIA CG 

HEN WHO AND SOURCES FOR INFORMATION 
CONCERNING IE INDUSTRIAL CHAPLAINCY 

William Taylor Baird 
7400 Blackstone, Chicago 19, Ill. 

Vime Ha Goheiyg dre, 
$24 South Aiken Avee, Pittsburgh 32, Pae 

Nelson H. Crulekshanik m1 
American Federation of Labor, Washington DeC. 

John Daniel 
1240 E. Fourth Ste, Hethlehom, Pae 

1126 E. SOth St., Ghicayos Tlie 

Frank D. Getty 
605 Broad Ste, Newark 2, Nede 

Cameron °. Hall : 
297 ~ 4th AvGe, New York 10, Wee 

ip, Andrew 5S. Kier, Presbyterian Elder 

Rev e 

Reve 

Reve 

Rev. 

Rev. 

Pittsburgh, Pae 

James Logan 
44 Murrayfield Gardens, Edinburgh 18, Scotland 

Wine Neintyre 
121 George Ste, Edinburs, Scotland 

Hoy N. Milis 
Des Moines, Towa 

Ed. De Poot 

MALL Valley, Galife 

Marshal Scott, Chicago Presbyterian Seminary 
2550 Horth Halstead Ste, Chicago 14, Ille  



13 

Heve Frederick Sweitzer, Bloomfield Seminary 
Bloomfield, Now Jorsey 

Reve Lloyd Worley 
575 Farmington Avee, Hartford 5, Conne 

   



APPENDIX D 

INDUSTRIAL CHAPLAIN QUESTIONNALAE 

  

name Location 

  

compa ny church affiliation 

Please chesk the right answer or £111 in the blank. 

Part I 

1. Your work is fulletime nartetine ° 

2. Are you supported by your congregation church 
  

board entirely? partly?___not at all?__ 

Ge If your work in industry is partetime, how many 

days per week are involved?____» 

4, If your work is full-time, does it include duties 

not of 4 ministerial concern? ie 

List these duties: 
  

  

  

  

Se The number of omployees in your care e 

Ge Wow many divine services do you conduct weekly? e 

  

Sunday services e 

Daily services e 

Hymns sings ° 

  

Talks over the PA system ° 
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Ve Are these services held in 

aquditordun? 

And/or informal groups? | 

wee nd/or chapel? 

a 2nd/or ? 

8. Total avorae attendance in all services per 

  

  

week e 

92 Do you have regular counseling hours? ° 

Total hours per weels 

Formal 

Informal 

Averace munber of cases per weelke 

10. The number and tyse of counseling cases last yoars 

Pinancial | 

Family 

Drinks. ne 

Employoe-managerial relations 

  

  

Marriaze 
  

Cithor 
  

11. Do you visit families of employees in case of 

Siclness oz death? . 
  

12. How many visits to homas or hospitals were made 

by you last year in conjunction with your work? 

Homes e Hospitals e 

15. How many funerals did you comiuct last year as an 

Industrigi Chaplain? ° 
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i4. How many marriages @id you conduct in the same 

capacity? e 

15. How many employees under your care are active 

members of Local churches? ° 
  

16. Do you have frequent » seldom » no 

contact, with local ministers involving the employee and 

his spiritual Life? 

17. What amount of your effort and tine is invelved 

in the following work? 

  

  

  

cee POAChiNg Recreation 

Classes Social service 

_counseling Visiting sick 

wert en WULicemana serlale Other 
  

employes rolations 

Part IT 

le. Please Gescribe how your position as industrial 

chaplain was instituted.   
S
e
 

8. In what areas of your industrial chaplaincy have 

Fou experienced limitations or unique problems? 
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Se In whet areas of your industrial chaplaincy have 

You 6xporienced special advantages and success? 

& lave you experienced criticism of your work either 

from lavor or management or both? Please explaine 

5. What special training do you suggest for the 

future industrial chaplain? Describe a possible course 

of study. 
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Ge Please list other industrial chaplains you 

know and thoir addressed. 

Ye Please state the basic and fundamental message 

you feel you have for the intustrial worker and managewonte 

For further remarks and comments that might be 

pertinent for this studye 
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APEENDIA Ft 

TABLE 1 

AMOUNT OF TINS DEVOTED TO VARIOUS BHRA 
THE WORK OF THE INDUSTRIAL CHAPLAT 

  

reed 
SES 

iy 
oF 

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

£ é 
' aH 6 

= tt 
o ei = ES fi <a 

es ia ice ie 4 i is) 
qe @ & 88s <4 a o> 7 we 2 & = 3 et m4 < 2 im ay ted og Ss 5 la fr fg. 6 See og 8: 2 ae & -S oS" S8e eee oe 

SSSR OS a ao Sn EE ee SE 
Peace is o 90% ~ = - 54 5% 

HeConnell 12% =. 50% ae - 10% 40% « 
vorlaaan 52 5% 30S 6% 5% 10% 20% 20% 
Roth® 5 i ee 2 - 5 2. - 

Kartin « = = “ « ~ - - 

Walker 10% 18% 25% 0 be 2% 209% 445 
Warren 4 2 2 ” 4 L 15 ~ 

Herion ‘si - 650% 25% - = 257 = 
Petzold: i 0 10 oO 0 0 20 - 

Hogant: lg. © Vat Oo Oras se a 
Goiseman ~- ~- a - = = ~ ~ 

Bliss - O S354 665% = ~ - 
Montiere:: 3 - 2 3 - 5 5 2 
Coddincton 20 mitre = ms = = a 

Semple: 1 - 15 Q 0 = 15 
ed 

” Hours spent weekly on these services. 
% This includes radio, visiting mon, company travel, 

and office worl.
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TAPLE 2 | 

THE NUMSER AND TYPE OF COUNSELING 
CASES OF THE CHAPLAIN 

    
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Wily o vearly 
Pt —: 

Pa I 

old 4 
Vos Sols J 4 Es Ps 

‘ tod Por aa & La 

2 EB 8642 4 

Pouce 20 J6%. 11958 16% 7% 21% 44.89 
NeConne1L 10 17 120 22 18 14 40 

Worlmnan 140 185 160 g2 18 76 872 

Roth the see aeoe au Sele qe SHG 

Martin 50 te a ah 83 te 294? 

Valker 2 5% 15% 5% 5% 5% 55% 

Varren 25 & $ 2 5 i tHe 

Horion 10-15 160 25% 5% 20% 15% 20% 

Petzold L mde Se 2 Z 0 3 Oo 

Hogzon Sa 5 & 4 tt % a ab 
7 

Gelsoman =o 2it ep wap He iets Mae apie 

Bliss é a st % % % ae 

Kontiera 3 ae 16 6 S 2 ES 

Coddington it te tt 2 ws Br = 

Semple te i a i tt 
  

  

% Ho infornatlone 
tw: Engaged in this work but no statistics givene 
wn Quite a numbere-jbut no statistics givene 

Percentages and statistics are the figures given 
by the Industrial Chaplains themselvose  
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TABLE S 

STATISTICS PERTAINING TO THE WORK OF THE 
TNOUSTRIAL GHAPLAIN FOR & YEAR 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

o oS 

a 4 @ 2 3 o 
2 s 92 48 » g 2 Pe - 8&3 34 #8 an 
o ert eri F2 opi 9 9 rot e a 

ei 9 Qa 9 & 2 F4 ed ar 
fe ei n 5 & Geis @ @ 42 
=| 3 ° Bp gq e8os ou “tt 
ia Bo im a S&S Sao Es its 

2 2S 2e8 Babes 3 8 
“is Se Ss “ss Fr “is a 

Peace 12,000 67 224 CS dani - 9 - 
MoConneli 4,000 300 1,115 : 4 0% Quod. 300 
Worlona n G,75G 820 624 16 i 5,000 24 460 

Roth 550 20 100 = O #885 x 560 
Martin 1,000 382 284 6 42 ~ 2 75 
Walker 850 15 950 3S 2 85% 2 350 
Varren S00 400 2,000 4 3 S5% 2mthly. 75% 

Herion 6900 30 45 S$ oO 80% 0 - 
Petzold 2100 15 50 4 SS 450 1 70 

Hogan 175 4 146 0 O. 85% 3 = 

Geiseman 150-250 -« - ---« - 2 sO 

Bliss 2,750 6 _ C70 - ~ = 

liontiero 2,000% 9g 20 4 1 65% S 200 

Coddincton * 2 2 oO 0 ~ i mbthlye - 

Semple 2,000 - - - = 40% 0 - 
ROSY sla ouahaaasliioe sare xBiam, ed 
        

    

  

% Several Plantse 
= Ho Statistics givene  
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TABLE 4 

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE SUPPORT 
OF THE INDUSTRIAL CHAPIAINS 

    
  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

r4 a asenonee o ff | fe ip a | g Q c os # aes. 6 @ a d aid lf el oo 48 a 4 & fd § @ @ap G oO se eeegeaehbsstas 3s asegadieg €@@ £828 8s 

Full-timns x x Ux ex ieee a = z 

Part=tine RE i Quek 

Supported by 
Congregation x x Xx x x 

Supported by 
Church Board x 

Supported by E 
Company 3G) See) aca See mn x 

Supported 
Entirely 
(Ques. 38:4) = x x =x 

Supported 
Partly 
(Ques. 5&4) x x x 

If Part-time ae 
od, Eee S$ ol How Many days? 

  
  

“Will be fulletime in June, 1956-6 
*uOne meeting ver month. 

  
 



  

APPENDIX F 

ANSWERS TO TIE THDUSTRIAL CHAPLAIN QUESTIONNAIRE «= PART IT 

Question No. 1. Please deseribe how your position as 
industrial chaplain was institutede 

Glifford fi, Peace: (Methodist) President of my com 
pany conceived it. Dean of a Divinity School 
2ecomnended me, my church agreed and assigned mo, 
at request of company, under a special appoint 
mente 

Jo Ke iicGonnell: (Moravian) Managemont presented the 
idea to the ministerial association and with 
their cooperation the program was set up 
financed by the mill companye 

Janos We Workman: (Methodist) Invitations of company 
manggenent with cooperation of ecclesiastical 
superiors with regular ministerial channels 
after personal conferences with employer's come 
mittee with Jewish, Protestant and Catholic 
directors. Also with approval of former super~ 
visors in Veterans Administration Chaplaincy. 

4s a Methodist minister, the Law Book, Discipline 
of the Methodiat Church, 1952, authorizes the 
Bishop to appoint ministers to the assignment, 
Chaplain in Industry. 411 details of this 
ecclesiastical protocol were strictly followed. 

S. . Semple: (Anglican) I was commissioned by the 
Bbishos and Executive of the Diocese of Huron to 
seil the ides of an Industrial Chaplaincy to 
manarement and labor in the city of Londone 
Labour supvorted it, but would not contribute 
financially. Maracoment paid twoethirds and the 
church one-third of the cost. When the church 
resources were exhausted, management assumed 
entire cost. 

Thomas Be Roths (Heinhardt Bible Church) The chap-= 
incy situation is the result of informal 

meotings held during the lunch hour by a 
colportour who later became an omployee of the 
company. Later on local Seminary students took 
turns conducting the meetingse During the war 
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with a large group of employees involved a full- 
tine chaplainey situation was createde 

Charlio Martins (Assemblies of God Ghurch) After work- 
ne with men in the Aymed Services during World 

War If, I camo 4n contact with businessmen who 
had an idea that a chaplain sorvice in industry 
would be very helpful to both omployees and 
industzy. These businessmen initiated a course 
in industrial chaplaincy which was conducted at 
Wheaton Collesee. After qualifying for this 
course I approached my company with the idea and 
arter qa short time, they decided to put it into 
acticn. It was started on a small-scale with 
grsat hopes, and 1% has surpassed our fondest 
dreams. There are muy details to the start of 
the program and how it was carried on. I believe 
the ahove Ls the answer to the question you aglte 

    

  
Darney Vallker, Je: (Southern Baptist) Re G. LeTournoau 

vacame interested in this work after meeting Reve 
Marion Reynolds, a specialist in industrial 
ovancelism, in 1927. Because of Mr. LeTourneau's 
deep concern for the spiritual welfare of the 
souls of his mon and his desire to extend the 
S0spel te his employees, and because of his own 
love for Christ, Mr. Lefourneau began his chapel 
program in 1951. He employed the first full tine 
chaplain to Look after this work in 1941. 

  
Gene C. Warren: (Southern Baptist) Me. Re Ge because 

oF bis personal Christian convictiona desires to 
have a full time chaplain to bring a Christian 
influence into plant work, and to give oppor= 
tunity to employees for Christian counsel, and 
access tc employees to lead to Christ if possiblee 
Many times we have contact with men who have no 
spiritual or ministerial friend or contact whate 
Eoovere 

John i's Herion:s (Methodist) I am a firm believer in 
hospital ministry~-epoople in the hospital are 
there because of some illnesse=-not always just 

| Dilysical, and if the pastor will make DiTELLIGENT 
calls he can come closer to his peonls than at 
any other time. Calling upon all patients in 
the hospital leé me to the contacts with Pionoer 
employees and the President of ths company recoge 
nizing the importance of such a service asked mo 
to call unon the Pioneer cmployceese From there  
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on it was just a natural thing ag more and more 
tine was required. My plans are to work full 
time with tho company not later than June at the 
time of our anmual conferences 

Kilton G. Petzold: (%vangelical and Reformed) The 
chapiainoy waa instituted previous to my coming 
to Plymouth in 1951 by the Manager of the plant 
and his pastor, qa Presbyterian minister. when 
the Presbyterian minister moved to another charge, 
the manager selected mo as chaplailne 

Gene Se Hocan: (Assemblies of God) The president, being 
deeply roligious, bas from the outset started 
each day with a period of devotion. Feing his 
gastor.I was asked somo three years ago to give 
a day each weel: to employeese 

Oo A. Cotsaman: (Lutheran Church-«liissouri Synod) I 
accented the request of management to bring the 
message of the Christign Church to the people of 
the plant who would be ready to Listen. 

Poul Dranklin Bliss: (Congregationalist) Suggested 
and apprpoved by management of corporatione 

dnthony A. Monteiro: (Presbyterian, UeSeAe) I was the 
Originator or pioncer of it here in New Jersey 
in 1948, HRoaders Digest gives the storye 

David i. Goddineton: (Presbyterian, UeSeAe) Through 
worl ox Dr, Anthony Monteiro. Under synod of 
Ne de (Presbyterian Church) I took over one of 
his 11 plants when he became local pastor and 
had to limit bis I.Ce work. Have done this for 
Six yearsce 

Gonstantine Baldassare: (Presbyterian, UsSeAe) I be=w 
came interestod in becoming an industrial chap= 
lain because my church is situated in the heart 
of an industrial area in south Newarke The Reve 
De. Anthony Monteire got me interested in helping 
him in his worke I knew Reve:-NMonteiro for a 
mumber of years and I lmew of the success of his 
work.e = studied under him in Seminary. I feel 
that this work is a very important part of one's 
ninistry. I have gotten a great deal of joy in 
being of some help and service to these men who 
are the very heart of our civilization, the  
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working mane Iam doing this part on a part time | 
basise <I found that 1t has helped me in my 
preaching and my own personal lifes 

Donald Le Mathews: (Prosbyterian, UeSeAe) Lam not an 
industrial chaplain in the common understanding 
of the term. The texm more noarly identifying 
this situation here is "priesteworkuan," 

  

i worl: full-time as a production employee of the 
shop. This is part of my total immunity to 
witness (1) to the sacredness of all lifes (2) to 
the Fane etoa tea of the church with working 
people. 

it started by my indicating the circumstances on 
which I would be willing to be called to a iccal 
churche-there “oriesteworker" ideas being developed 
and approved by Presbytery and the churche   Guestion Nos 2. In whet arcas of your industrial chaplainey 

have you oxpoxienced limitations or unique 
problems? 

Clivlord il, Peaces Have encountered no real problem, 
but I consider the relationship to local minis- 
ters and plant supervision meat delicate areas 
for an industrial chapleine 

  
James We Workman: The only Chaplaincy in the steel 

industry in the United States requires careful 
correlation and coordination in industrial 
procedure. The program of Reynold's Tobacco Coey 
Winston-Salem, H.eCe,y Reve Clifford Peace, Chan- 
lain, is the pattern which we have followed 
basically. The Veterans Administration Chaplaincy 
aise furnishes guidance material .adanted to our 
pioneering in this particular industry. 

The first two years of our program began with the 
Chaplain's room in the hospital within the fenced 
area of the plant. The new facilities, Chapel, 
general office and Chaplain's room are housed in 
commedious quarters outside the fenced area of 
the plante 

These particular situations indicate varioties 
of limitations, problems as well as advantages and 
success, cooperation of ministers, supervisors and 
mon on the jobe  
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So WeSomples InabLllity to involve chaplains of other 
enominations to participate and expand inter= 

denomina tionally, at request of local Chanber of 
Commerce and organised labore 

Zhomas Ge Hoth: Owing to the splendid attitude of 
manarenent there are practically no limitations 
to my ministry heres The unique problem is the 
fact that so many of the employees are attonding 
some chureh 16 is difficult to bring them to have 
4 sense of spiritual neoode 

Charlie Harting This is a vory complicated questions 
However, from the very beginning the company has 
given mo the very best cooperation ang has not 
limited me in any service which I found to be 
helpful to both men and the companye There are 
no Limitations to the expansion of the prorrane 
However, as with any humanerelation project there 
must of nocessity be a stopping placeSe As yot, 
we have not reached that pointe 

Darnoy Walkers One of the blessings of worling in 
the chaplain's department of LeYourneau is that 
we are Gneunhered by very Tow Limitations. At 
all times wa have the full cooperation of the 
company and also that of the Pastors of the towne 

Wo have been given to understand that there are 
ehaplains in various organizations that are 
Limited and given many problems to face br pastors 
misunderstanding the work and functions of the 
industvial chaplain. ‘There can also be the problem 
of a halfehoearted managorial cooperatione A 
barrier may arise concerning faiths in certain 
Localities but can be avoided by education. The 
incoming employee must be aware of the presence 
and work of the chaplains 

Gene G. Warren: In ovr work here, we have had an 
unusual situation I suppose in that a nearby church 
has provided some problems to cur worice 

This has apisen to a lack of proper understanding 
in our aims and desires, and possible jealousy | 
and personal feolingse 

The criticitam of being “Interdenominational” has 
been Leveled by some, or to be exact one ministore 
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lie fcols it is compromise to lead a man to Christ 
and not get him baptized. (This is the Churches 
job, not ours)e 

John ©, Horlon: In tho field of psychtetry and 
management velationsahipe | 

HLLton Ge Petzolds As you have already cathered my 
work lag been on a very small scale as far ag 
industrial chaplains go. I have enjoyed the 
worl: very much, but the opportunity for being of 
Greater service is very limited. Partly because 
of the Limited tines Partly because of the 
Limited mimber of employees. Furthermore, of 
necessity I bave had to limit myself at this task, 
lest I neglect my major ministrye SEeing of line 
ited sise, of course the company could not afford 
a fuli time chaplaine 

As far as having any unique problems, I can't say 
that I have had anye 

Jono S._ Hogans In tho partetine status as much as in 
any area, in that one 1s unable to follow thru 
in some projects that are important to a moro 
effective ministrye For instance: classes, 
reereation, and fuller participation in managerial 
and omployoo relationse 

Foul Franklin Bliss: Average age of employee very 
ove 

Security verulations Limit some normal outlets 
of emmloyoase 

Plant is Located in approximate center of four 
county areas and, as a congequenco, peoples 
residences are spread over a wide areae 

Anthony 4. ilontelvos In the social realm or area 
there is Limitations for the industrial pastore 
He must work more on the spiritual roaln, 
Occasionally the social comes in alsoes 

  
But he is there in the plant as a pastONe 

David Tse iio ti BO Governuent work procludos freely 
circulating in plante 

Many omployees ReCe  
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Constantine Baldassare: I havon't come against any 
unigue problems, The only thing that I can state 
is this, that the Protestant workers in the plant 
are nob as co-operative as others may bee We have 
Jowish mon and women, Catholics and Protestants 
attendines the services. Tho Catholics and Jewish 
seem to be more active. Of course the devout 
Church foer will support your progrante 

  

in the religious services management does not 
attend the services ag frequen’ as you might hope 
they woulde 

Donald Le i athe ewss (1) I serve as wegular pastor of 
hn of which my work in ahop is understood 

tel ministry. However one ma jor 
      i this azrancomont is that of use of 

: Much moro counseling » calling, ete. at 
theie invitetion could be done if more time availe 
able. Plus of course the tiring nature of & 
hours work in shop. 

   

  

cult to do adequate job at church or 
vou "mission" standpoint when two tosethere 

However, I am confident it ia better for a man 
in this set up to be based in a church. 

(5} Communication of Gospel an especial probleme 
Mesasa cc “mast bo relevant, simplo, clear. 

Question Noe S. In what aveas of your industrial chaplaincy 
have you experienced apecial advantages 
and miccess? 

Clizford He Paaces Gounselinge 

go Ke MeGonnelL! Personal contact when sickness or 
GOA t CCCULES s ‘ 

James We Worlzaans ‘The Chaploin's hospital calis cover 
14 hospitals and clinics ina 14,400 Square area, 
involving travel of 35,000 miles a year in a car 
ever Pav red yoads, all hours aay and night, soven 
Gays a wook. Gooperation of supervisors, person- 
nel and professional colleagues in ministry, 
medical nursing, plant protection, mortiedians and 
telsohons greatly expedite the most effective 
handling of the situatione  
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See Somples Personal Counselinge Cooperation with 
Local clergy in.accoptanco of referrals for 
pastoral care, baptiaas etcee, and annual church 
services. 

In rendering a pastoral ministry to those of no 
church affiliation and ovontual joining up with 
9 church of their cholode . 

thomas Be Hoth: ‘The advantages in this fiold is that 
one Ig not stressing any chureh or denomination 
so that the only responsibility on the nart of 
the employee is to understand that God is speaire 
ing to him about personal needs from a Biblical 
basis. There has been somo evidence of spiritual 
change and progress in the lines of the employecse 

Charlie Martins Again, this would be difficult to 
pub in a few words, but to gum up all our 
activities, we believe that the promotion of the 
Chaplain program in industry has and will con- 
tinue te prove that by the use of Christian 
principles in handling all company business and 
eaployeo relations, that both company and employe 
Gu wil benefits and a better ralationshin will 
cxiste 

  

Barney Walkers The industrial chanisin has the oppore 
tunity to be with the men when they are .then= 
selvese Ho can meet them on their own groundde 
Thus they have a tendency to feol free and casye 
Because of this the industrial chaplain can deal 
with the spiritual and fauilly problems of mon 
who arc burdened and give them the advise, counssl, 
and spiritual witness that they need in a free 
and casy manner. Another advantage is the oppor 
tunity bo reach mon and women for the Lord Jesus 
Christ that would not think of going to churche 

Gono G. Warren: In daily contact with men, who arter 
becoming acquainted with them, and they with 
you, give you opportunity to be of spiritual 
help in regard to their problemse-and invariably 
thia contact, "Suddying" with them will bring to 
Gecision for Christ. 

The hospital visitation always affords abundant 
opportunity to be of spiritua. helps many times 
4% is throuch a hospital trip that a ‘nerson 
renlises his mesi of Christe , 
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I have seen svory home vigited pays big 
spiritual dividends--g wholesome, rriendly 
contact bas boen made later yielding decisionse 

interest with employees children and contact 
with family is of great importances 

gohn I'. Heriiont Counseling is the most important 
-uolie=tne apt and technique of counseling 
must be well understood and a part of the 
ministers training--to Imow how far to so in 
cournscling and get the necessary holpe 

lilton Ge Petzold: I have come to know better the 
ming of the working mane Knowing how he thinks, 
what he feels, his aims and goals in life, I an 
thereby fitteca the more to help and serve him. 

She greatest success, I feol, that can come from 
such & program, largo or small, is that of 
molding: the workers together in their thinking 
and efforts so that they are able to work as a 
team rather than competing against each othere —. 
Helving them to practice the golden rule. Above 
Above all to show thom how it is possible to have 
respect for another mans religion and to show 
Love toward one's neighbors ‘he success or a 
chaplaincy program cannot be measured in dellars 
and cents at the close of cach year, It is 
measured in terms of unity of spirit, ina 
family feeling and a look toward eternal thinrse 

Gono S. Hogans Here one is Yon the team" and you can 
practically apply Christian principlese One can 
study the problems on location. Can get 
Gequainted truly with personalities. One can 
set a "feel" of the atmosphere, all of these 
factors aro helpful in seoing all sides of a 
dispute om probleme 

G. A. Geisemans In the response of the people for 
the Gospel message; in achieving better inter- 
personnel velationshins (ag the workers con» 
Tided to me)$3 in getting the workers to have a 
different approach to their respective tasks; 
in the enthusiasm of so many for the messazes 
I was permitted to bring theme 

Anthony 4. Wonteizo: In the spiritual area: such is 
he preaching areae People like the weekly  
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sermons and prayer. The work here has been 
very sucecasrul because of the evanrelistic 
spirite 

Constantine Baldassare: I haven't been-in tho work: 
Ong enough te give you a full anawer to this 

questions i have personally found that these | 
men ave hungry for the gospel message. it is not | 

; 

    

help that they need, but spiritual gaidance, and 
i have found that 1% is accomlished by preaching 
& gospel messase to the mon hag helped them in 
understanding themselvede 

Done1d ie Mathoeuss (1) Counseling opportunities with 
conssquent growth in Christian faltheeincluding 
several conversionse 

(2) Cpportunity to keep my feet on the ground, to 
live where our people live to face some of & 
sauce joys, frustrations, fatigue, stce a special 
or antage’s with consequent effect on preaching, 
Cuce ° 

(GS) Have felt a loosening up among men in the 
shop in regard to religious matters--Christians 
don't always seem ag afraid or embarrassed to 
discuss their falth, etce 

    
“ucstlon Noe 42 Have you experienced criticism of your 

work Drom labor or management er both? q 
Please Explaine 

Jamos WW, Worlsans Soth labor and managcemant have 
Goonperaten fonerously in calling for the 
gervices of the Ghanlain. Criticiam, favorable 
and unfavorable comes in normal routine, clears 
ing house informtion, welfare need reports and 
basically balancing group appearances avay from 
the slant with counseling availability at the 
Ghaplain's roomse 

  
Se Wa Somples Yes, in inception, there was mich 

Suspicion on the part of management that the 
chaplain would become involved in manazgemont—-- 
employce problems and would precipitate the 
inter-denonminaticnal controversy. 

fabour was suspicious that the chaplain might 
bacome a tool of managoment, otce  
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Aftor about three years, such suspecions and 
criticiam Qiced down. 

thomg Be Roth: Tho only criticism of which I am 
Qimre is that the employeas sometimes feel I am 
serving the interests of management to the nege 
Lect of their own problems. ‘The cause of this 
lies in the failure of some to understand that T 
follow a noutral course in idsues which the 
enployees fool that I am automatically vepresent= 
ing the position of mnageononte 

Chaviioe Martins <I am sure that there is no program 
existing that is 100 per cent accepted, but wo 
ean truthfully say that both the company and the 
eonployees are very happy and co-operate with us 
in the carrying out of our chaplain-counselor 
programe 

Harney Walker: Criticiam comes frecly from the men 
when they feel that you (the Chaplain) are not 
friendly toward them, do not share their 
interests, appear above them or do not offer 
them a challenge {n the Lord. Some men will 
azguo that the plant is no place for a chaplain 
or the church. ‘The majority of the men are 
highly accentive and seldom criticale 

Management offers no criticism except when they 
fcei that the chaplain 1a not doing the job 
intendede Occasionally self<interests enter into 
the picture causing the managers to become 
crltical for their benefite 

Management will eriticize when they feel that the 
chaplain is interfering with emloyceemanaserial 
disputes with which he has no businesse 

Gene C. Viarrens Management will if do not Imow what 
you are doing. best suggestion here is keep then 
informed as to what you are doing even by daily 
repoetse P 

John fF. Herions Tho only criticism I had was that I 
not give enough time to mny problems which 

came to my attention-<for this reason I decided 
on full timo, as it is too muoh with a strong 
pastoratee Due to my previous business training 
and knowledge of business management as well as 
Labor relations problems, I Gid not encounter 
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too much difficulty myself, however I can see 
where in this arva, the wrong personality can 
get. meally Loused upeeesis Inde Chaplain you are 
always between these two groups ~ no favoritism - 

Milton G. Petzold: During my two years of service 
. “ive mot nad any severe criticism from manage= 
mont om labore Hoth seexed to apprcelate the 
program mutuallye 

Gene Se. liogans Noe At Isast, none has come to my 
attention in the last three yearde 

Gs 4. Golisemany Woe I mace plain as I had oppor~ 
tunity that I reprasented neither. I tried to 
ict the law cut both ways and to ict the Gospel 
apply both wayse 

  

  

Anthony je Monteizo: No criticism, Both Imbor and 
managensnt welcome this work very muche 

Donald i. Mathewss Cantt say that I have from either 
sid@e Usually the opposite. What criticism 
thera has been against what I have done, has 
been on specific issues in the ahope-ie against 
cortain positions I have taken on srievances, 
ov disoutes, ete. For example my attempt in 
our shop to “lobuy" for fair employment 
practices bas been criticized by some of those 
who a@ppese suche 

Westion Noe Se itihat special training do you suggest for 
the future industrial chaplain? Describe 
& possible course of studye 

Glizford He Peace: Psychology and counseling are 
essential, but the aptitudes ang maturity of 
the counsolor are moro importante 

de K. NeConnelis After full college couse, Seminary, 
and special coueses on chaplaincy prograne 

Janes We Wovimant A thorough going, trunk line pastore 
ministry, with standard seminary training. At 
leaat 10 years of parish ministry experience and 
more for. large Chaplaincy responsibilities. 

Se We Semplet A period of clinical training in 
industry that would provide an orientation in 
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industrial-labour administration as woll as 
pastoral counselingse 

thomas Be Roths I believe a man should have a good 
Dadlicai Seminary diacipline. A course or two 
of applied psychology would be helpful. It would 
be advantageous in college to got a few oop aes 
in businesg administration, particularly involving 
personnole 

< also feel a man should have six months to a 
year apprenticeshin as a laborer in the area of 
industry in which he hopes to work as a chaplains 

Charlio Hantins it is possible that a Christian ) 

Bare 

Gene 

John F. Herion: (1) Counseling (2) Hospscar elinical 

business man informed in the sound teachings of 
Chris tlanlty coulda carry on this type of prow 
gram in industry. However, for the highest 
success, we would recomiond that a minister he 
eiven this assignment with special training in 
counseling. Host of our work is built around 
our counscling ministry using Christian princi- 
ples as the basis for our contacts. I have 
Listed q number of beoks to be studied or read 
on the last page of the mimeographed brochures 
(Seo Appendix He) 

r Walkers (1) A well rounded mowledge of the 
Bible. (2) A knowleGge oF science and industry e 
(3} Definite courses in personal witnessing and 
counseling, (4) Platform and speaking abilitye 
(S) A minor knowledge of musice 

  
The ehapiain mast have a Love for the men, his 
work and a deen love for his Lorde He must be 
adept in counseling, witnessing, and visitations 
He must be able to get alongs with men and get 
with theme 

Go Warren: Practical knowledge of mechanics 
would be bhelpfule Thorough and oractical 
knowLedre of the Scriptures. Well rounded 
scholastic traininge Psaychologsye Develop 
personal insight into peoplee«learn mone 

experience (3) Industrial Bevobia ery (3) Labor 
and Mamgomont volationship (5) Personnel - 
Mana cenonte 

Plus the requiremonts to make a good preachere  
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lillton G. Petzold: I have had no special training 
for this program, although I am sure, under a 
Pull time chavlaincy program, some training 
should be requirecé.e A lot of commen sense would 
be of the utmost value, along with a great deal 
of guidance from the Master of mone I fear IT 
would be in no position to sugsest a course of 
study. FT am sure that courses for counseling, 
managerial omployse relations, social service 
would be profitables. 

Gene S. Horan: Study of Managerial and enployee 
relations which is not part of a rezular 
seminary course. Nothing can take the place of 
experience ina pastoratoe 

Oo An Goisemans Try to produce ministers of Christ 
waco Gongider it a privilege to share God's love 
with their fellowemens who have some insight 
into the heartaches and worries of managements 
and whose heart soes out to the magses in their 
porplexitios and multiple needse Produce pastors 
who have honesty and diplomacy enough not to be 
arregant but who in a warm hearted understanding 
manner can meet the colored janitor qnd the - 
mink-robed nrosidente 

Paul Franklin Bliss: Sound background in psychology-= 
pavenology of religion and socialepsycholorye 
Formal training in counseling. Personal 
expsrienco in industrye 

Constantine Maldassare: Besides the regular Seminary 
studies an industrial Chaplain should study 
Pastoral Gounseling, Numan Relation, understande 
ing of both manargemant and the worker. You have 
to understand the tyne of worl that an individual 
does, his .backeroand, his family lifee Ail this 
comes under the heading an Industrial Chavlaine 
There are things that cannot be learned in 
textbooks, but learned only through personal 
GzpOrLencGe . 

Donald Le Mathewse In my own expexience the -prosram 
or the Presbyterian Institute of Industrial 
Relations has been very helpful. Under the 
Girection of Dre Marahal Scott and centored in 
Chicago at McCormick Theological Seminary 16 has 
two aspectss 

ile 4. Minister's in Industry program whore : 
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soalnary students go to Chicago for 4 simuer, 
obtain jobs in factories there, meet for seminara 
in the overnines with Dre. Scott and many other 
special labor and industry guests, relate then 
selves to losal chuvches om the weekendse The 
Seminars and study include labor history, labor 
managemont relations, economics, etce all in the 
Light of Christial Gospel. ‘The purpose of tke 
program is not to make Labor rolationa experts 
but to make better ministers of the Gosnele 

2e ij three wook program that encompssses sane 
rouch outline for repular full time pasters who 
como to Chicago for the three week program. Here 
they do not work in factories, only study, visit, 
listen etce 

Personally, I also think any training program for 
industrial chaplains should help rid the student 
of any traditional middle class attitudes he 
unconsciously carries with him. On the by and 
large most seninery students today have been 
suggested by seme to come primarily out of middle 
class backprounds with traditional middle class 
projudices in these matters. Another way of 
saying this is to say that any pastor, industrial or 
otherwise should be first of all loyal to Jesus 
Chriat, not to any particular oconomic system, ote 
not even to the “American Way of Lifes" 

Yrankiy the typical industrial chaplain situation, 
if there ia such, I would raise real questions 
withe Espsceially where he is hired by managements, 
I think his effectiveness is paralyzed--not that 
every company whe hires one is tryins to use hin 
to keep peace with the union sete, but it's hard to 
overcome that even if that isn't the raason the 
company has hired hime 

Question Nos 7, Please state the basic and fundamental 
message you feel you have for the industrial 
worker and management. 

Clifford He. Peace: Each should know what they want and 
each must enter it with Christian moaturatione 

de Kk, licConnells I feel that I know tho worker since 
i have served S4 years as an Industrial YMCA 
Secretary and worked with these peoplee <I can  
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carry the principals of Christianity into their 
homes and Livese They confide in me their 
problLonsd » 

yames Wie Vorluans Ged is Father, man is brother and 
the neighborly followship of fellow=workers in 
cooperation with a Pather=God, is the basie 
msaning of the Family of God. This. fellowship 
is best dene in the worker's owm fomily, through 
the Church of his choice and his various stewarde 
ships in the community, state and nations 

ly Father is working until now and I work. An 
honest Cay'ta work with a sense of the approval 
of God makes for a senso of security that is 
basic to personal integrity and good work, normal 
health and spiritual peacee 

Se Wie Semplos Industrial chaplainecy is an extension 
ef tho church's pastoral ministry. The chaslain 
aimg to be of assistance in strengthening the 
ties where necessary of those who have church 
connections and in providing a pastoral service 
for those without a church affillatione 

thomas 5, Hoth: ‘The basic message is the message of 
the Gospel that men are lost and in need of 
salvation and a Saviour from sine Divine 
havelation, God's Word, reveals the cxtent of gin 
and the abundant passion in the sacrifice of 
Chzist om the cross to meet the need of manitinde 
It is imperative that man make a porsonal decision 
and trust implicitly in Ghrist alone for Salvatione 
The Bible also sets forth the character and pro- 
vision for the Christian life which God desires 
each person to livoee 

Charlie Hartine We believe. our success in this type 
Of Christian program has been brought about be= 
cause we have left out a denominational dit. 
ference and the questionable doctrines which have 
nothing to do wlth basic Christianity. In our 
teaching and preaching ministry we endeavor to 
bring to the attention of our mon that there is 
no way to make eternal life secure other than the 
teaching of Jesus Christ, ag the Son of God, born 
of q virgin, crucified on the crosa, and through 
his resurrection, hope of eternal life. After 
this we endeavor to teach men to read their Bible, 
to pray, and trust God for the needs of life. We 
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believe this will help them to understand one 
another, work better torether, and mike better 
worlemene 

Barney Walkers The basic message that Barney and I 
oe for the mon of the plant and the school is 

that "all have sinned and Christ Jesus came 
into tho world to save sinnerse" Gur primary 
interest is to proclaim the lovo, rishteousnoss 
and justice of God and to show men how that 
felth in Christ as personal Saviour and real 
Christian Living is practical and wonderful. 
Basically, the problems and needs of most.of the 
lien are spiritual needs and Christ is able to mset 
them. Physical, miterial and financial needs 
are easier met with Christ as a Saviour and 
Friend» 

Gene C. Wazrent Christ will transform a life, for~ 
Give sin, bring purpose, security and joy to an 
individuals hearte 

4. Christian will be a better employee every times 
it shows the men that the cotmany has a personal 
interest in them. It is good relations-egtanding 
&s we de between labor and manaremente For lIabor 
Q voice, for management 4 voicee ie pass along 
the word to both nartiede 

John fF, Herlons: Cooperation=-=the principles of the 
folden rules-honest in every Wayeeee ‘ 

Milton G. Potzold: I believe the basic messaze for 
he Worker and management is to treat each 

other like human beings and as children of the 
same Gode Help them to realise that neither 
is superior to the other, but that both are 
alike in the eyes of God. Tho fundamental 
mossage I have tried to impart is that regardless 
of our station in life each of us will be accounte 
able for his spiritual lite. 

Geno 5. Horsne Stated in simple terms: "Thou shalt 
Love the Lord thy God with all thine hearteese 
and thy neighbor as thyself." Underlying every 
illness in personal and social relationship is 
@ failure in the above. Power to overcome this 
allment or weakness is in the cospel of Jesus 
Christ. He is the answer. The chaplain mist ' 
proclaim this measagee  
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9, As Colsemans The basic message of sin and grace, 
Taw and gospel, with meaningful application for 
the status of worker and manacomente 

Anthony fe Monteiro: The message of the true Gospel 
of Christe itclate tho Gospol to the everyday 
life. The human heart is hungry for security 
and the assurance of lifoe When you present a 
Personal God to thom they accopt. Thia is my 
experience, There are some agnostics among the 
so called Wise and in high places, but the 
averarce American worker and manager are bolleverge 
what they nsed is Ghristian education. ‘The 
Church has failed in this realm of endeavor. 
while the Church worked among the privileged the 
mses were intact and forgotten. This is the 
second opportunity of the Church to do good among 
the masses to bring them back one by one to 
Christe   David be GCoddinetons Christian Gospel as applied to 
workers and Life gonerallye 

Constantine Galdassares iliy personal opinion is that 
the industrial vorker and manarement when it 
comes to counseling and preaching to them, that 
they both are equale lTven though the worker at 
times feels that manacement doesn’t talko a pore 
sonal interest in him and his work, it is through 
this Industrial Chaplaincy work that there comes 
that fecling of fellowship between the two 
parties. At our services when management is 
present there is no feeling that management doca 
not beling there. ‘Where is created that spirit 
of onenesse This work has made the workings man 
feel that some one is interested in hin and his 
welfare. That now tho Church has gone outside 
of its building to bring the message of salvation 
to the almost forgotten men, the industrial 
workers He is no longer a mere number, but he 
becomes an individual of sreat imnortance in the 
Kanzdom of God. This is just as trne for mangse- 
nont e 

  

Donald Le Mathews Le Tho same messace the Christian 
has ror any mani With the attemmt to make this 
clear in terms understandable to the factory 
workers and managomonte These random statoments 
and passages will indicate 1%8
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ae Tho earth is the Lord's and the fulness 
thereofe.cthia means that our work, the machines 
we worl: on, the work we do, otce all is within 
God's framowork and his plan and ig properly 
"done to the glory of God." 

Bb. Man apart from God is. Loste 

Ge Man's relationship with God may be restored 
hes been rastored. lien may be healed, pulled 
together, made into ons man in place of two, 
through Jesus Christe But this same gospel mast 
be comuunicated so that at least it will be cloare 
4G least so that tho basic cholce a man bas in 
Life may be cleare 

Beyond this of course would bs the attempt to 
make clear that God knows and understands working 
mens that faith in Christ is not a pious, vie 
in the sky affair for sissies, but is the Way the 
truth and the lifes     

Further remarks and comments pertinent for this studys 

Barney Walker: ‘The greatest opportunity for counsele 
ing docs not come in the office of the chaplaine 
it is found at the work bench, the machine, the 
desk and the home. You must go out and meet the 
men, get to know them and their needses 

Geno C. Warrens Whom wo speak in churches and other 
groups there is never any money oxchangede Tt 
is understood that cur appearance in a financial 
sense is a company courtesye 

John F,. Herions I might add these wordse First of 
ail an industrial chaplain in any industry will 
work successfully only if the industry is will. 
ing to put all labor zelations ag well as 
customers relations on a Christian basis, There 
is no use to have q chaplain unless decent wages 
and job securities, retiroment securities, sick 
benefits, and sound relationships are established 
within the plant. In other words the preaching 
nmst go with the living-eas 1t always should to 
be efisctive. Therefore management mst WANT 
such qa programe=it must be part of the total 
personnel program-ethe word Ghaplain is not too 
gocd olther--personnel counselore=mis far bettore  
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4n industrial chaplain is not to replace any 
chuvchese-but is to suplement all churches and 
all faiths. There is no place for a minister in 
the chaplaincy who is narrow in his ecclesias~ 
tical and theol.e. conceptions-=he must be able 
to minister to all faiths without any hesitatione 
Nou can't hide that elther--the people will soon 
find it cut unlesa you are 100% Uanacement 
porsonnel are in just as great of need as the 
laborors-=-the Prege and Vice Pres. need counsel 
ins ang guidance and want it if they can have 
confidence in the s@meceelt's a great field, 
Wonderful onportunibies--and we noed to study and 
be alert at all timos.-eindustry is callins for 
such mone. cam pay food salariede 

    

idsgsarves This tape of ministry has 
been & preat help to me because it has made me 
better understand mr people. i don't just seo 
then on Sunday morning, when they look their 
best, or in thelr homes when they are on their 
best behaviors Seeing them in their work, where 
they spend oight hours of the day, has given me 
a4 deeper insight into the understandings of peoplee 
At times you see these people at their worst, and 
yet a minister is interested in them, to help 
then, to give them spiritual guidancee The church 
has now moved out into the plants, if they don't 
come to Church the Church now goes to theme 
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“INDUSTAIAL CHAPLAIN=-GOUNSELOR PROGRAM" 

ispoclally prepared by Charlie Martin, 
liid-Gontinent Potroleum Company, Tulsa, 

OkzLahoma for tho Agsomblies of God 
National Home Missions Repartment, 

454 “lest Pacific Stroot, 
Springfield 1, Mlasourle 

PREFACE 

Since before World War IE great effort has been put 
forth by a few men and/or organizations to experiment with 
and establish a hunan relations program that would assist 
ManAgonens and Inbor to work in hammonys Workers in this 
how field carry the titie, “Industrial Chaplains and 
Counselors,” Irom the name, one gathers that "Industrial 
Chanlains and Counselors" apply Christian principles in 
their works. Thoy assist employees of industry with personal 
broblems and help to remove misunderstandings between the 
Guploycea, supervisors and/or managemente 

Because there wore no text books to educate workers 
for this nrotegsion, industrial chaplains and counselors 
have been forced to Learn and develope their work by trial 
and error. The pioneers in this field have proven that an 
industrial chaplain gives a very valuable contribution to 
personnel management programs. They have helped industry 
to keep human machinery producing at top efficiency by 
assisting employees with their personal, as well as 
company problemse 

Some colleges aro adding courses to their curriculun 
that will assist in qualifying a minister for the work of 
industrial Chaplains and Counselorge Courses that are 
helpful in acquainting tho minister to the educational 
needs of this field of service are applied psychologyys 
80CLOLloTy, counseling, industrial relations, and yersonnel 
managemente {Names of suggested books for reading and the 
names of authors and publishers are listed at the end of 
this brochure.) ‘There is sucha great need today to 
understand human problems and why people react tho way 
they do to situations of lifes. A Christian minister 
applying psychology in accordance with Christian principles 
can give a counseling therapy that will reach masses of 
people who sometimes cannot be reached by an ostablished 
church proupe 
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Por souc time it was difficult to glean information 
about chaplains in industry becauso there were no organi 
Zations or clearing houses for inquimy.e The industrial 
Chaplains themnelves are scattered throughout the United 
States and have no planned way to enlist now reeruits for 
their vranits, it has been encouraging to note that dif. 
ferent denominational schools ave making plans to 
encourage and train ministers for this new field of 
Christian ministry--"Industrial Chaplains and Gounselors." 

INTRODUCTION 

This brochure is printed to explain the service and 
the work of an industrial chaplain, ag well as the 
Qualifications which should be expected of a minister entere 
ing this fields 

The Industrisl Chaplain has one of the greatest Pislds 
of servics possible for a minister today. I do nct mean to 
imply that Industrial Ghaplaincy can take the place of the 
Ministry of the churche l[ather, the word 'service' is the 
koy to my statemonte 

   

The truc burden which a pastor carries is to win souls 
to the Lord, training and assisting those souls to crow in 
the grace and knowledge of the Lorde uch of the pastor's 
ministry is from a rostrum to a group of people or con= 
nreration. The chaplain's is mostly an individual servicde 
On the othor hand, this personal contact affords the chap- 
iain a vast unlinitable field of servicee 

Some industrial workers ave the same people who cone 
Stltute church membershipe The minister who has caught the 
Vision of ostablishing a counseling service in his busy work 
day knows the value of allowing people to bring their 
probloms and burdens to bis officee iliany thousands of 
workers nover enter a church doore When they are faced 
with the problems of life they have no one to whom they can 
turne These proctlems which arises give the chaplain an 
entrance into personal lives ctherwise untouched by 
Ghristianiiy. A chaplain's confidential files can preduce 
both rejoicing and tears, because of the many types of 
oecblems in wiich he assistse 

  

This counseling ministry Is invaluable because i¢ 
teaches worizers how to be victorious in their Christian 
life on the job and anidst the trials encountered ina 
routine daye 
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"industrial Ghaplain-Counselor Programa" 

by 

Gharlie Martin 

i. Who can be a chaniain? 

he 

Be 

Ce 

This is an important question in the liekt that 
evon God has separated the ministry inte diffsront 
types. God calls men to the ministry of an 
industrial chaplain, just as 
ovancelists e 

tie calls men to be 

The chaplain in industry, whethor he is 
ordained or a layman, must heve reached a 
Place in his Christian oxperience where he 
personally cannot be moved by the events or 
erffeets of life's sorrows or changes and 
must be sound in his lkmowledge of the Bibles 

it is_possible for a layman to become a chap= 
lain in industrye There are many men who 
have leadership training derived from their 
business background and at the same time 
have been grounded in Christian orincipies 
from the teaching of tho Bible. These mon 
would make successful chaplains in industrye 

‘, Chaplain must Love people and love to aerve theme 

Le A chaplain's routine and daily duties 
can be compared to those of a pastors 
He must be tolerant, patient, and ready 
to liston to everyone's probiemse 

Ze Many people will take the chaplain's time 
beyond what is actually reasonable. 
These people are usually reneaters who 
come to the chaplain'ts office time and 
again with little problems because of 
their Igcit of adjustment. They can be 
assisted through counsele 

Se Sy Loving and serving poople, the chap- 
lain will have many opportunities to 
witness and pray for theme 

4 Chaplain and his denominations 

eo A chaplaincy program must began with 
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cleoarecut statements pertaining to tho 
Bible, vefraining from personal denomi- 
national doctrinese The chaplain must 
preach and teach the fundamental tratha 
ox the Bible - salvation, clean, holy 
Living, the second coming of Christ, 
etc. Tho chaplain must romember that 
he is ministering to peoole of all 
denominations, and that interpretation 
of the Scripture often causes misundore 
standing and arvgumentse Finally, the 
chaviain puts forth all his effort to 
further the Kingdom of God in the Lives 
oF nen an oes not estabiish a 
denominational programe 

Hhgt ave the duties of a chaplain in industry? 

: in the bwnan relations field of service 
Will be limited only by his vision, by the assistance 

given him by his commany, and by his 
vLLity to carry out all the duties he rinds 

to do with the number of employees that he 19 servinge 

Whe chaplain begins his work bys 

Acquainting himself with the industrial 
relations policy of the companye 

(a) Rules and regulations of employment 
noliciese 

a
e
 

" 

b)} 
c) Seniority Rules. 
ad) The different kinds of insurance 

which the company carries on 
employees, such as lite insurance 
and annuity if the company has 
petirenment plane The chaplain 
should have the answers to questions 
vertaining to auch matters in order 
to assist the suployees and make 
them feel more secure in their 
jobse ; 

Obtaining a chart or gather together gill 
the names of supervisors in the companye 

(a) This information will give him the 
names of ail the mon from the top 
executive of bis local plant down 
to the gang loremane 

  
Reasons for discharge from companye 

1
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(bd) The informtion should be outlined 

Acgua 

to show the position of each man, 
Kis immediate supervisor, and the 
Sioa tie to which he is responsi= 
lee 

This chart will guide the chaplain 
when the men bring thelr company 
problems to him, Immediately he can 
associate tho problem with the 
department of the company malcing it 
easier to locate the trouble spote 

inting him ae with local welfare 
agency Peg cae tions 

sa The chaplain will have many oppor- 
tuni ties to assist needy familioese 
If he knows the services of local 
wolfare agencies and is able to 
give helpful sugzestions to needy 
enployees, he will cain the con= 
fidence of the employees as he 
assists them with real nroblemse 

By learning about social security 
regulations, the chaplain can let 
the employce know what to expect in 
case of illness or deathe 

Following cortain steps in case of death 
or employocse 

(a) 

{b S
e
 

(c} 

(ad) 

(3) 

Visit the home of the bereaved as 
s00n as possibleée 
Make himself available to conduct 
or assist with a funeral service, 
if necessarye 
Assist in arranging for services 
and obtaining pallbearerse 
He can console tho widow by assurins 
her that he will take care of her 
interests with the company inaurance, 
social socurity and any other com= 
pany benerLtse 

Obtain legal counsel for the witidw; 
if necessary. (In some citios 
lawyers have an organization to 
give free counsel and/or assistance 
to needy people.)   
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5e Keeping personal information ahout 
employece 

{a} Most companies nave files or cards 
containing information about the 
emsloyooe Some conmanies have 
record service cards giving employe 
ment, date, birth date, departmental 
changes, and rates of naye The 
chaplain must have acccsa to these 
in order to search out information 
in cags of seniority differences or 
other personal problems which come 
to him. Past records and the 
history of the omployes's work are 
sometimes helpful in settling dife 
ficulties and makings decisions 
regarding the Puturoe 

{b) The chaplain must Ekcen confidential 
records of all hig contacts, whether 
counseling, visiting, or otherwisee 
These records serve two purposose 

(1) The chanisin can refer to thom 
when called upon to make recone 
mendations to the employer or 
to the emoloyee. Tho chaplain 
is often called to heln with 
complicated cases of different 
natuves and can draw from his 
confidential racorés for 
guidances : 
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{2) hese records often reveal 
certain people who are constantly 
in trouble. The chaplain may 
have opportunity to be talen 
into the employee's confidence, 
and often can halp the omployee 
to adjust his life and become a 
better employee and happier 
persons 

Se Visiting throughout the plante 

(a) The chaplain must acquaint himself 
with the company’s orsoducts and know 
something of how they are produced, 
the different stages of production, 
and the work of cach departzent in 
his companye  
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(b) He must visit among the men, keeping 
alert to sonse any disturbance, 
whether devartmental or personales 

(c} He mast not ask or solicit confidence, 
but find ways and means of male 
himself available so that the employee 
wiLL come to him for helpe 

{a} Through plant visitation, the chane 
lain will gather information about 
employees, which will assist hin 
in understanding the employee, hig 
habits, family life, and outside 
activitioase 

(eo) The chaplain's personal acauaintance 
with the emplorea will inapire his 
confidences Oftentimes the chaplain 
can help the employee change bad 
work habits or wrong opinions: by 
counseling, with him, Sometimes the 
chaplain can explain to the employee's 
supervisor wiry the employee has not 
been his beste . 

(f) Margy men follow the lins of least 
resistance, not giving their best 
to their jobse Then, wnen they are 
not given opportunity for a better 
position, they become anzerye 

(1) Heve, asain, the chaplain has 
evportuniizy to holnp employee and 
employer by counseling with the 
employee, teaching the princie 
ples that lead to prozresse 

(2) The chaplain can be alert for 
unconscioug motives which drive 
euployees to do certain things 
which cause them to become 
careless or Gilatory with their 
worlze , 

The chaplains office should have a daily 
report of omployees who ere off work, sick, 
injured, or have experienced death in 
their familye 

(a) The chaplain should make a personal 
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visit to all employees who are 
hospitalised and other bedfast 
omployees if possible, especially 
if the employees have a serious 
iliness which keevs them off duty 
for a long poriod of tinde 

(b) During bis visit he can relate to 
the employee information about the 
company's sick leave policy and 
inauranceoe To those who aro bode 
fast, he can deliver their vay 

| check on paydaye 

(c) In-all of these different contacta, 
many opportunities to witness for 
the Lord by mayer or spiritual 
counsel and encouragement will 
present thomselvese 

Tho chaplain mgt romomber this is gq 
porsonal worle te is no e ing 
Churcis he is building Gori atian Fateh 
n believers and encourarins sinners to 
eco Christ as saviours He is further- 
ne tne sinedom of Gode 

file Uxtra-curricular spiritual servicese 

  
fe These services can be started different wayse A 

good method is to Locate a few consocrated 
Christianse Suggest to them that it would be 
go00a to have a noon hour Gible classe 

Le Asie the Christians to gathor together 
those who are interested, and the chape 
lain will speak to theme Sefore the 
chayvlain suggests the Bible class, i% 
would be woll for him to have a mecting 
place in mind and have the approval of 
management and the department head of 
the location he suggestse 

2e What will the chaplain spoak about to a 
mixed group? . 

(a) Basic Christian doctrine concerning 
salvatione 

(b) Ghristian principles which help 
people adjust thoir everyday Living 
problems and assist thom in setting 

‘it   

:
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along with each other on the jobe 
{c) Clean living habitse 
{a) The hope of the Christian in the 

s0o0n coming of the Lorde 

Se Ag the attendance of the clagas grows, the 
chaplain will find those who can sing or 
play instruments. Use thom in the servicos. 
There ave simll portable units available, 
which have turntables for records, and 
loud speaker attachmonts if the chaplain 
wants to use theme A loud speaking 
system is esnecially helpful if there is 
noise in or neur the meeting placee The 
record player can add color to the 
service if a piano or other instruments 
ave not availablee 

&,. it is well to have a bulletin board. On 
Lt the meeting can be announced. This 
bulietin board should be in a central 
Location. The ideal piace is at the 
entrance of the building or near the tine 
Glociz where sll employees will see ite 

5. If the comoany haa a weekly or monthly 
company house organ, the chaplain may 
have a spot in it for s-davotionsal   thougnte 

3B. The chaplain's confidential service and sincere 
spiritual efforts will be a valuable morale 
builder for the entire companye : 

le He must develos porsistent tactics in 
govting all the help for -the employees 
that is possible when they bring their 
problems to him. This is valuable for 
the company, because though the men may 
not always be satisfied with the results 
of the chaplain's efforts, they will be 
resigned that he has done all that is 
possible and be content therewithe 

  
2. The chaplain's most difficult job is to 

keep from preaching or exhorting to everye 
one whom he knows that the Lord is the 
anawor to most peooles’ problems. His 
spiritual approach must be vary caree 
fully executed. He must never moralize  
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or be shocked at neonles! mixed-up 
life or troublee He is employed te 
sympathize and assist in finding an 
answer to the needy pergon's probe 
leme 

Se A great deal of the chaplain's work 
Will bo assisting in a material or 
socular waye However, all of the - 
chaplain's duties show the spirit 
of Christ and make the employee 
know that the chaplain ia in syne 
pathy with him. Oneo the chaplain 
rains the employee's confidence, 
many doors of service will te 
opened tc him. These psople will 
s6éll1 the chaplain to other employees 
siggesting that others whom they 
know are in trouble come to the 
chaplain for assistance and geuidancee 

IV. How a Chaplaints Job Can Be Obtained in industrye 

tre At the present, there is no special employment - 
fgency through which companies are referred to 
ministers interested in this field. 

if aman feels that God would have him labor in 
this new field, after he has qualified himself by 
going to school, taken special courseg, or studied 
the type of books which have been mentioned in 
this brochure, he can use any personal contact 
taking the initiative to be introduced to men who 
are owners of their own companies, presidents, or 
personnel Girectors. It will take determination, 
time, patience, and a faresighted vision, backed 
by prayer to present the Chaplain-Counselor Pro- 
@vam to industrial leaders and to sell them on 
instituting such a program in their own companye 
Another brochure is available from the National 
Home Missions Department, 234 West Pacifle Strect, 
Springfield 1, Missouri, which will help present 
the work. ‘At first, the qualified individual may 
be offered an opportunity to start a Linited 
program. Use every opportunity. Remember, this 
is God's work and it will expand under careful 
promotions 

The chaplain's personal desire will be soiritual 
work, but remembering that this field is a mise 
sionary work, the chaplain must sell the management 
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that his approach to the personnel problems can be 
of great assistance in keeping down misunderstanding 
and straightening out difficulties before they 
become real labor problems. The chanlain must show 
management that his. counselins with employees who 
have company or personal problems, his encourage~ 
ment to them in time of sorrow or vien misfortune 
bsfalls them, will keep the worker producing at a 
noxmnal rate, instead of slowing down the productione 
the chaplain must show the company thst many times 
he can salvage or reclaim good employees who have 
yermitted some event of Life to lead them in the 
wrong path which has placed them in position for 
possible discharge because of work failure or 
absenteeisme 

Ve Conclusion $ 

industricl chapleincy is a new but challenging field 
of service. The material in this brochure only briefly 
touches the work. ivery company will have a different kind 
of organisation and different kind of. production with which 
the chaplain will need to acquaint himself. On the other 
hand, cll chaplain's work is similar because all are working 
with neovle. I pray that the Holy Spirit will set the 
hearts of those who read this brochure ablaze with desire 
to work in this whitened field. I trust that God who haa 
opensd this channel of service will give industrial leaders 
4n open mind to consider the value of an Industrial Chaplains 
bYogram arxl give it q fair trial. 
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APPENDIA Fi 

BLOOMFIELD COLLEGE AND SEMINARY 
Bloomfield, New Jersey 

« THR INDUSTRIAL CHAPLAINCY 

THE CONDUCT OF RELIGIOUS SERVICES IN PLANTS 

1. How to organize the services 

(a) Talk it over with the Union leaders of the 
Local plante 

(>) Walk 46 over with Hanagemente 

(c} If the reaction is favorable, set a date and 
make arrancements to have a place prepared 
with q couple of crude benches, a viatform 2 
Leet high with a lectern on it, preferably in 
the center of the plant so as to be accessible 
to alle 

2. How to conduct the service: 

(a) Open with a silent prayer. tet each porson 
pray in his own way; then you finish with an 
uttered prayers q 

(6) Sing a couple of stanzas of a hymne We use 
"Onward Christien Soldiers."   (ec) Reading of scripturee {Well read and slowlye) 
A small portion is generally reade Thon a 
peayere (Let everyone bow his head in 
reverence e) 

(a) Make some announcements for both Management 
and Union. Special mention of the sick, 
needy, and injurede 

(e) A very short prayer before the 15-minute mes= 
sage from the Word of Godse lust be Christ 
centerede 

(f) Have them stand and recite the Lord's Prayer 
togother and finish with = "lay God bless you 
and your families."  



  

APPENDEZ I 

Re Ge LOTOURNEAU, INC. 
Peoria, Illinois 

Industrial Relations Division 

INSUSTRIAL RELATIONS MANGAL 
VYolumo IV 

PLANT GHAPLAIN 

i.e Ministry to Mmployees 

Ae Group Services 

Le Regular and Special Chanel Services 

Qe Frogram Planning 

{1} Speakers 

(a) Selection and Scheduling 
{b) Reception and Entertainment 

#le Instruction, lodging, meals 
and transportation 

{c) Compensation   
ele Amount 
~2- Forwarding 
-S= Letter of appreciation 

be Music 
ee Publicity and Attendance 

(1) Internal 

(a) Bulletin boards and other 
publicity 

(2) Uxternal 

(a) Liaison with Company Public Rela- 
tions representative for newspaper 

and radlo announcements  
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de Seating and Attendants 
G@e Gonduct Hestings 

Prayer and Other Special Groups 

Christian Literature 

Ge Tracts 

(1 —
 Selection and stocks for employee 

aistricution 

(2) Distribution 

(a) Chanol Services 
(b) Tract boxes 
(c)} Other media 

be Periodicals and Bound Volumes 

(1) Selection and stocking 
(2) Lending arrangements 
(3) Records 

Counsel and Assist Group Christian Activities 
Developed By and Among Employees 

Aprange Employee Participation in Company 
Sponsored Christian Activities for Employees 

&e Vacation period attendance at racreation-= 
study camps or centerse 

Individual Services 

de Visiting 

Ge In Plant 

; Appropriate offers of spiritual counsel 
Direct to proper sources for help in 
temporal problens 

o
e
 ( 

(a) Follow up referrals with Personnel 
Department 

be Home and Hospital 

(1) All 411 or injured employees 
(2) All 411 or injured dependents of 

employees 
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(2) Employees or dependents in distress 
for reasons other than illness or 
injury. 

(4) LTdaison with Personnel and Medical 
Devartments with respect to services 
and benefits available to distressed 
Guployoes 

2e Counseling 

ao individual Spiritual Needs and Problems 
be Spiritual Solutions to Personal or Family 

Problems 
c. Apvoropriate Liaison with Personnel Departe 

ment and with Pamily Pastor, If Any 

Se 84d to Bereaved Employees or Dependenta 

a4. Liaieon with: Personnel and Medical Departe 
ments and With Family Pastor, If Any 

be Offers of Help 

{1} Faneral Arrangements 
(2} Ministerial Service 

Co s Company Representative, Attend All 
Sapleses or Employes Immediate ee 
Funerals   

4 Other Ministerial Services as Kequested 

Ile Fublic Ministry 

Ae Represent the Company and the LeTourneau Foundation 
in Community Spiritual Activities 

Be Carry out Local Programs and Activities Desired Or 
Approved By The Company or the Lefourneau Foundation 

1s Radio Ministry 

@e Frepare Continuity 
be Plan Music 
Ge Arrange Personnel 
Ge CGonduct Program 

“2. Gratis Aid and Service to Local Religious 
Graups 
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&e Loans of Hquipment 
be Supply Ministry 

Se Miscellaneous Public Ministerial Activities 

Se Welfare Work 
3¢, Papticioation in School end University 

Ghristian Activities 
ce Guest Uinistry in Local Area Churches 

o
f
 

Special Assignments 
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